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ABSTRACT 
Carbon Nanotube Based Hybrid Nanostructures: Synthesis and Applications 
By 
Fung Suong Ou 
Hybrid nanostructures are fascinating materials for their promising applications in future 
nanoelectronics, electrical interconnects and energy storage devices. Practical ways of 
connecting individual carbon nanotubes to metal contacts for their use as interconnects 
and in electronic devices have been challenging. In this thesis, carbon nanotube based 
hybrids that combine the best properties of carbon nanotubes and metal nanowires have 
been fabricated. The electrical properties and Raman spectra of the hybrid nanowires are 
also studied. This thesis will focus on our recent results in the development of carbon 
nanotube hybrids for various applications. Various hybrid structures of multiwalled 
carbon nanotubes and metal nanowires can be fabricated using a combination of 
electrodeposition and chemical vapor deposition techniques. Controlled fabrication of 
multi-segmented structures will be studied. Several novel applications of these structures, 
for example, as electrodes in ultra-high power supercapacitors, multi-functional smart 
materials are also studied. The thesis will also highlight the development of carbon 
nanotube hybrids based smart materials. Hybrid nanowires with hydrophobic carbon 
nanotube tails and hydrophilic metal nanowire heads, allows for the assembly of spheres 
in solution. The design and manipulation of these carbon nanotube hybrids based smart 
structures for various novel applications will be discussed. Such new class of carbon 
nanotube hybrids surfactants are likely to lead as new tools in various fields such as 
microfluidics or water purification. In addition, we will also look at other variations of 
hybrid nanostructures fabricated from our method. 
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This chapter presents a detailed literature survey on efforts that have been adopted to 
synthesize different hybrid nanomaterials based on carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Template 
approach to make nanomaterials will also be introduced. We separated the CNT hybrids 
into two categories, namely, segmented and core/shell carbon nanotube hybrid materials. 
Brief introductions on supercapacitor and self-assembly of nanomaterials are given. The 
objective and scope of the present work is also discussed. 
1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Carbon is one of the most versatile elements showing a variety of stable forms, which 
have been known to have unique properties that allow for various applications. Carbon 
nanotubes are pseudo-one-dimensional carbon allotropes of high aspect ratio; it has 
excellent material properties such as high surface area and it also possess unique 
materials properties including its electrical, mechanical and thermal mechanical 
properties (Ajayan 1999, Dresselhaus, 2001). Since the report of Iijima on carbon 
nanotube in 1991 (Iijima, 1991), a lot of research efforts have been carried out in the field 
of carbon nanotube. Over the past decade, large numbers of academic and industrial 
groups have explored the use of carbon nanotubes in diverse application possibilities 
ranging from composites (Schadler et al. 1998, Biercuk et al. 2001, Qian et al. 2000), to 
electrochemical devices (An et al. 2001, Niu et al. 1997, Baughman et al. 1999) to field 
emission devices (De Heer et al. 1995, Rinzler et al. 1995, Lee et al. 2001) to sensors 
2 
(Collins et al. 2000, Kong et al. 2000, Hafner et al. 1999, Dai et al. 1996, Wong et al. 
1998, Kim and Lieber, 1999) and nanometer sized electronic devices (Tans et al. 1998, 
Martel et al. 1998, Bachtold et al. 2001, Fuhre et al. 2000, Rueckes et al. 2000, Avouris 
et al. 2007) to agents for drug delivery (Liu et al. 2007, Prato et al. 2008) to thermal heat 
sinks (Kordas et al. 2007, Iwai and Awano, 2007) and electrical interconnects (Close et 
al. 2008). As the field of nanoscience develops and involves more applications, it has 
become more important and desirable for single nanostructure to perform multiple 
functions. And one of the simplest ways to make a single structure perform multiple 
functions is by the incorporation of various materials into a single system. (Hurst et al. 
2006) And by doing that, concepts such as smart materials and "molecular machine 
system" can become plausible. (Drexler, 1992) Among the various nanostructures that 
are used to make multi-component materials system, the one dimensional nanostructures 
(Xia et al. 2003) such as nanorods, nanowires, nanobelts and nanotubes appear to be very 
promising candidates as they allow the easy tailoring of multicomponent system along 
the long axis of the structure (Hurst et al. 2007). Various efforts have been carried out to 
make multi-component system based on nanowires and other one-dimensional 
nanomaterials. And the template approach certainly seems to be a very promising 
approach for the making of hybrid materials. Micro-and nanoporous templates are 
routinely used to fabricate one-dimensional multisegmented rods because their pores can 
be filled with a variety of materials using a number of techniques. The pores of the 
template are uniform and dense providing a means to synthesize monodisperse 
nanomaterials in high yield. Another major advantage of the hard template is that during 
synthesis, the placement and dimensions of the different components of the rods can be 
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controlled. The making of hybrid materials from templates is developed from the making 
of nanomaterials pioneered by Martin and co-workers (Martin 1994). In the template 
approach of making nanomaterials, template materials (the common template materials 
are alumina template and polycarbonate templates) are use as the template for the making 
of the nanomaterials. The nanowires or nanotubes simply grow inside the template, and 
the nanomaterials are released by subsequent removal of the template. Various materials 
including metal, semiconductor and polymer can be deposited into the templates by using 
different methods including electrodeposition, chemical vapor deposition or electroless 
deposition (Penner and Martin, 1987, Martin 1991, Martin 1994, Martin 1996, Hulteen 
and Martin, 1997, Che et al. 1998). Taking advantage of the ability to deposit different 
materials into the template, one can certainly use the template approach to fabricate 
hybrid materials. For example, by using the combination of electrodepositon and 
electropolymerization, Park et al. has shown the making of a heterojuction between metal 
and polymer nanowires using the template approach (Park et al. 2004). Even though a lot 
of efforts have been carried out to fabricate hybrid nanomaterials consist of metal, 
semiconductor, and conductive polymer, relatively little effort has been carried out to 
fabricate hybrids that are based on carbon nanotubes. However, as mentioned above, with 
the unique physical properties of the carbon nanotube, it is certainly one of the most 
important one-dimensional nanomaterials and certainly appears to be an attractive 
candidate to be incorporated into the making of segmented hybrid materials and is likely 
to lead to new avenues of applications. 
1.2 LITERATURE SURVEY ON HYBRID CNT BASED NANOMATERIALS 
4 
1.2.1 Synthesis of CNT-based multisegmented hybrid nanowires 
Hu et al. first demonstrated the possibility to make heterojucntion of multiwalled carbon 
nanotube (MWCNTs) with silicon nanowires (Hu et al. 1999). The methods they used 
were based on the controlled growth of one-dimensional nanomaterials using catalysts. 
By localizing a suitable metal catalyst at the end of starting nanowires or nanotubes, they 
showed that it is possible to make nanowire/nanotube junctions. They achieved this by 
using two different approaches; one method is through the use of a common catalyst for 
the growth of the nanowire and nanotube. It was shown in this approach that silicon 
nanowire remained its crystallinity after the CVD of carbon nanotube. The other 
approach relies on the subsequent deposition of nanowire catalyst at the end of the grown 
nanotube. In their first approach, an iron catalyst was first used for the chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) of silicon nanowire. And upon completion of the SiNW CVD, the 
catalyst particle was naturally localized at the ends of the SiNWs after the growth. The 
catalyst was then used to direct the CNTs growth in the subsequent CVD where 
hydrocarbon was used as the reactants. As a result of this, carbon nanotubes were grown 
from the ends of the silicon nanowires and hence junctions of nanotubes and nanowires 
were then obtained. In the second approach, they first grew the carbon nanotubes. They 
next electrodeposited gold clusters onto the free ends of carbon nanotubes. After the 
decoration of the nanoclusters, silicon nanowires were then grown from the nanotube tips 
by using the silane CVD. They noted that the second approach provides greater 
flexibility, as it allowed more choices for the catalyst particle, and this method also 
allowed direct electrical measurements by attaching nanotubes to the scanned probe 
microscopy tips. It was noted that by using the second approach, a cleaner junction 
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without the presence of the catalyst was obtained (since the catalyst moves to the tip of 
the gold nanowire.) By using a similar approach as Hu et al., Lazareck et al. also 
demonstrate that it was possible to make ZnO nanowire/carbon nanotube hybrid using a 
similar concept (Lazareck et al. 2006, Lazareck et al. 2006). Instead of electrodepositing 
the catalyst particle on the carbon nanotube for the subsequent CVD. Lazareck et al first 
functionalized the carbon nanotube and the functionalization group then allowed for the 
subsequent attachment of the gold nanoparticles. This then acted as the catalyst for the 
ZnO growth. And similar to what was observed in Hu's case, the catalyst particle was 
found at the top of the ZnO nanowire. By using the water vapor assisted chemical vapor 
deposition, Liu et al. also demonstrated the fabrication of carbon nanotube-ZnO junction 
(Liu et al. 2006). In their process, the CVD was carried out on a zinc foil, which acts as 
both the substrate for the CNT growth and also the Zn source for the formation of ZnO 
while the oxygen source for the ZnO comes from the water. A subsequent annealing in 
Ar was used to facilitate the growth of the ZnO tips. It has also been demonstrated that it 
is possible to make hybrid materials between single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) 
and other materials. Zhang et al. also showed that it is possible to grow heterojunctions 
with SWCNTs (Zhang et al. 1999). A rather different approach was employed by them; 
the method they used is based on the direct solid-solid interaction between carbon 
nanotubes and the metal. In their approach, SWNTs were first deposited on the surface of 
the Si or metal substrate (Ti or Nb). Since the SWCNT were curved, only parts of the 
CNT were in touch with the substrate. The substrate with carbon nanotube was then 
transferred to the ultra-high-vacuum TEM column and was then heated to about 970 °C. 
It is heated in high vacuum in order to prevent any volatile reactant. At the high 
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temperature, the metal or silicon diffuse through the surface of the carbon nanotubes to 
form the carbides. Hence a carbon nanotube and carbide junction was formed. Using this 
method, they have demonstrated that it is possible to make heterojucntions between 
SWCNTs and carbides of silicon, titanium or niobium. And through their method, it is 
possible to make the junction between SiC nanowire and a SWCNT or a bundle of 
SWCNTs. By doing a carbon CVD using SiO and Fe powder as the source, Li et al. 
showed that one can obtain multi-segmented structure of SiC nanowire and carbon 
nanotube hybrids by annealing the resulting SiC-Si02-C coaxial nanocable from CVD(Li 
et al. 2004). 
Apart from the above efforts to make CNT hybrids, the making of heterojunction of ID 
hybrid materials of SWCNTs with metal has also been realized using the template 
approach (Maschmann et al. 2006). In the case of SWCNT growth inside template, the Fe 
catalyst is necessary to be deposited to act as catalyst for the growth. In their approach, 
the template they used for the growth of SWCNT is a modified home grown alumina 
template with a thin layer of Fe of 0.5- 5 nm embedded directly in the template structure 
(Maschmann et al. 2006). And a microwave Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor 
Deposition (PECVD) was used for the nanotube growth as PECVD has been shown to 
enhance the vertical alignment of the SWCNTs (Maschmann et al. 2006). It is important 
to note that the SWCNT are grown here based on the catalytic growth of the Fe as 
catalyst nanoparticle and is not grown from the self-catalytic properties of the template. 
As a result of this, it is natural that the SWNTs continue to lengthen in a vertical 
orientation even after emerging from the pores. Once the SWCNTs had been grown 
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inside the template, electrodeposition was then used to grow Pd into the bottom of the 
alumina template pores to form individual nanowires within each pore. They noted that 
since the SWNTs have extremely small diameter in comparison to the size of the 
template holes, a lot of volumes are therefore remained and such volume can be used for 
further functionalization of SWNTs. 
1.2.2 Synthesis of CNT-based core/shell 1-D hybrid nanostructures 
Another form of making the hybrid material is by assembling them into one-dimensional 
core/shell nanostructures including nanowires, nanofibers, and nanotubes, these 
core/shell nanostructures have also been widely investigated due to the multiple or 
enhanced functions that can be obtained when integrating different materials together 
(Kong et al. 2004, Zhang et al. 2002, Sun et al. 2003, Luo et al. 2005, Lauhon et al. 
2002). New and exciting nanohybrid structures with several combinations such as coaxial 
nanocables with metal/metal oxide/polymer/carbon were just recently described (Luo et 
al. 2005, Yu et al. 2004, Gautam et al. 2008). However, in the below section, we focus 
on the core/shell 1-D hybrid nanostructures of CNTs with metal/metal oxide/polymer 
nanowires/nanotubes. Several methodologies have been carried out for the fabrication of 
CNT- based co-axial nanocables, they will be detailed in the section below. 
Both chemical and physical routes have been demonstrated for the fabrication of CNT 
based core/shell 1-D hybrid nanostructures. The chemical functionalization of the open 
ends, the exterior walls, and the interior cavity of the CNTs are expected to play a vital 
role in the tailoring of their properties. Hence a careful engineering of functionalized 
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CNTs will lead to a variety of core/shell hybrid structures with enhanced performances 
(Katz and Willner, 2004, Banerjeer et al. 2005). However, since the sidewall of carbon 
nanotubes is chemically inert (Ellis et al. 2003), uniform and controllable coating or 
functionalization of the nanotubes for developing and studying such CNT-based devices 
still presents a challenge. Several efforts to fabricate CNT-based core/shell nanowire 
heterostructures for which CNTs serve as templates/cores have been demonstrated. Cao 
et al, reported a chemical reduction route to prepare CNT/CdS core-shell nanowires with 
an enhanced surface photo voltage response (Cao et al. 2004). The thickness of the CdS 
sheath could be easily controlled by changing the concentration and stoichiometry of the 
precursors. In another effort, a supercritical-solution route has been used to coat CNTs 
with a nanometer-scale alumina gate-dielectric for fabricating CNT FETs (Fu et al. 
2006). Furthermore, on the basis of the colloidal method, CNT nanowires with silica 
shells have also been demonstrated by Seeger et al, (Seeger et al. 2001, Seeger et al. 
2002). Starting with uniform assembly of gold nanoparticles on CNT surface (Li et al. 
2006) followed by chemical vapor deposition technique, nanowires with CNT core and 
uniform silica insulating shell were controllably synthesized by Li et al, (Li et al. 2007). 
A variety of bimetallic nanoparticles could be easily layered to build hybrid co-axial 
cables (Guo et al. 2008). Using one-pot synthetic route, similar coaxial cables with an 
amorphous coating of SnC>2 over CNT core has been obtained (Chen et al. 2008). 
Following chemical reduction method, uniform coating of Au nanoparticles on to CNT-
SnCh structures have been achieved. Such coaxial nanocables have also been used as 
functional templates for assembling CNTs/Au nanorods heterogeneous nanostructures to 
form multifunctional assembly system (Guo et al. 2007). CNT based core-shell 
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nanofibers with uniform and homogeneous shell such as TiC^ has been used for the 
fabrication of CNT/Metal hybrid nanostructures. For instance, homogeneous shell of 
Ti02 surrounding CNT core has been used as a spacer to construct CNT/metal hybrid 
nanostructures (Guo et al. 2008). The CNT/TiCh co-axial nanocable provides an easy 
way to functionalize the CNT sidewalls with any functional groups. With a goal to 
improve the specific surface area of CNTs, activated carbon/CNTcore/shell nanotubes 
(AC/CNTs) have been prepared (Qiu et al. 2009), where the cores are well-graphitized 
multiwall CNTs synthesized by CVD and the shells are disordered carbon layers 
thermally converted from polymer layers. The encapsulating carbon layers are similar to 
the conventional carbon fibers in structure and, thus, have high activation reactivity 
similar to the carbon fibers. In order to prepare the C/CNTs, pristine CNTs are first 
encapsulated with a layer of polymer by in situ polymerization. Subsequently, the 
encapsulating polymer layers are converted into carbon layers by heat treatment at 
appropriate high temperature. By chemical reaction with KOH activated carbon/CNTs 
with very high specific surface area are obtained. It is interesting to note that the high 
crystallinity and hollow structure of the core CNTs were well preserved for the 
AC/CNTs. With improved surface area and hollow structure, such C/C core-shell 
nanotubes are highly promising in applications such as porous adsorbents, catalyst 
supports, in drug delivery, hydrogen storage, and supercapacitor electrodes. 
Core-shell nanofibers of CNTs with several polymers have also been studied for different 
applications such as AFM tips (Liu et al. 2005, Yu et al. 2005). Several deposition 
approaches such as inverse microemulsion polymerization has been recently proven to be 
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useful for covering CNT surface by inorganic nanoparticles. Single-walled carbon 
nanotube (SWNT)/ poly(methyl methacrylate) and SWNT/ poly aery lonitrile composite 
nanofibers were electrospun with SWNT bundles as the cores and the polymers as the 
shells (Liu et al. 2005). By in situ inverse microemulsion, MWNT/Polypyrrole (Ppy) 
core-shell nanofibers have been prepared (Yu et al. 2005). 
There have been several attempts to fabricate CNT based 1-D core-shell hybrid 
nanostructures inside Anodic Alumina Oxide (AAO) template (Masuda et al. 1995, 
Lakshmi et al. 1997, Guo et al. 2003, Li et al. 2005) using different techniques, such as 
electrochemical deposition, sol-gel, electroless deposition, CVD, and pressure injection 
as discussed above. Nanowire arrays of single-crystal SnC>2 coated with amorphous 
carbon nanotubes were easily fabricated by drying and annealing the alumina template 
filled with Sn02 sol supported by citric acid chelating agent (Zhao et al. 2008). In the 
growth process, citric acid coordinates with Sn2+ metal ions in the as-prepared sol. 
During the dipping process, citric acid partially coordinates with the dangling hydroxyl 
groups on the walls of alumina pores forming Sn-citric acid-alumina bonds. During the 
annealing process, the citric acid continuously moves toward the pore walls because of 
phase separation between citric acid and the Sn02 gel. Although the annealing process 
was taking place in air, the authors believe that there was an inert or reductive 
atmosphere inside the pores which are virtually inaccessible to oxygen. Consequently, 
citric acid transforms into amorphous carbon along the walls of alumina template pores. 
The carbon layer along the walls of the pores formed carbon tubes. In the meanwhile, 
SnCh nucleates and grow into single crystal nanowire in the nanopore. In another study, 
CNT based nanostructured system composed of vertically standing core-shell nanorods, 
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which consist of an Au/CNT core for effective electron transport and an active V2O5 shell 
layer, has been fabricated using a template method (Kim et al. 2008). The CNT array 
synthesized inside alumina template pores was first exposed by ion milling to remove 
surface carbon and then by chemical etching of AAO, and the carbon layer was again 
deposited on the AAO surface using the same method as that used for the CNT growth. 
Au and V205 were deposited via sputtering over the vertically aligned and hexagonally 
patterned CNTs to fabricate the VO rod array. The hexagonally patterned VO-rods are 
vertically standing and physically isolated but electrically connected throughout the 
electrode by the carbon layer and gold coating, which enables fast charge transport for 
their applications in energy storage. It is interesting to note that the density, diameter, and 
height of the VO-rods can be readily controlled by manipulating the AAO template and 
etching process. 
1.2.3 Potential applications for the CNT hybrid materials 
The extraordinary structure and properties of CNTs which includes nanometer-size, large 
surface area, high aspect ratio, high mechanical strength, flexibility, high electron 
conductivity, low mass density, high thermal conductivity and chemical stability, impart 
them a great potential for use in a number of applications (Ajayan and Zhou, 2001). 
By coupling these amazing physical properties of the CNTs with other nanomaterials to 
make CNT hybrid materials, the hybrid CNTs will not only improve some of the current 
applications where CNTs are already been used as but the hybrid CNT nanomaterial will 
also conceive a new class of materials that can be used for unprecedented applications. In 
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the following section, we will be providing the backgrounds for the two applications that 
can be used to highlight the profound properties of the CNT hybrid nanowires we 
synthesize in this. They include the use of the hybrid CNTs as Electrodes for 
Supercapacitor where the synthesized hybrid CNT make significant improvement and 
also the use of hybrid nanowire for smart assembly where it is shown that the hybrid 
nanowires can be used for unprecedented application of CNTs. 
Electrochemical Supercapacitor 
CNTs are being considered for energy production and storage (Ajayan et al. 2001). 
Various carbon-based materials have been used in electrochemical applications for 
decades (Kotz et al. 200, Frackowiak and Beguin 2001). Several studies have shown the 
superiority of nanotubes to other carbon-based electrodes for application in batteries and 
capacitors (Britto et al. 1996, 1999, Planeix et al. 1994). 
Supercapacitors are electrochemical capacitors with high capacitance and power density, 
which typically comprise of two electrodes separated by an insulating material that is 
ionically conducting in electrochemical devices (Kotz et al. 2000). They store the electric 
energy in an electrochemical double layer formed at the solid electrolyte interface. A 
schematic diagram showing the principle of a supercapacitor is shown in Figure 1.1. 
Positive and negative charges from the electrolyte accumulate at the surface of the 
electrodes and compensate for the electronic charges at the electrode surface. The 
resulting charge distribution is called electric double layer or electrochemical double 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of an electrochemical double layer (ECDL) 
supercapacitor and its equivalent circuit in two-electrode system. 
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layer (ECDL). The capacity of an electrochemical supercapacitor inversely depends on 
the separation between the charge on the electrode and the counter charge in the 
electrolyte. In order to achieve high capacitance, porous electrode materials with large 
accessible surface area are used. Based on the electrode materials, electrochemical 
capacitors are classified into three main categories such as carbon based, metal oxides 
and polymeric materials (Sarangapani et al. 1996). Due to their high specific surface area, 
relatively low cost, availability and established production technology, use of activated 
carbon materials as the electrode materials in supecapacitors has been intensively 
investigated during the last decades (Kotz et al. 2000, Gamby et al. 2001, Frackowiak et 
al. 2001, Kibi et al. 1996). The experimentally measured capacitance of the activated 
carbons is not in good agreement with the theoretical values, since a significant part of 
the surface area remains in the micropores, which are not accessible to the electrolyte 
ions (Kotz et al. 2000). Therefore, pore size distribution together with surface area is 
important for the determination of electric double layer capacitance (Lee et al. 2004). 
CNTs with its narrow distribution of mesopore sizes, highly accessible surface area, low 
resistivity and high stability, have been attracting great interest worldwide as electrode 
materials for supercapacitors (Niu et al. 1997, Frackowiak et al. 2000, Lee et al. 2004, 
An et al. 2001). Supercapacitors fabricated using CNT-nanocomposite electrodes have 
shown enhanced performance due to the high usage efficiency of specific surface area 
following the disintegrated bundle structure of CNTs (Lee et al. 2002). Frackowiak et al. 
(2001) reported improved supercapacitance of composite electrodes based on MWNTs 
deposited with polypyrrole (Ppy). Nanocomposites of electronically conducting polymers 
(ECPs) and MWNTs have been used as electrode materials for supercapacitors and the 
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specific capacitance of these composite electrodes have been determined using different 
cell configurations (Khomenko et al. 2005). Recently, supercapacitor electrodes 
fabricated using metal oxide/MWNTs nanocomposite materials have shown increased 
specific capacitance with an improvement in cycle life and power density (Lee et al. 
2005, Wang et al. 2005). 
Smart Assembly of Nanomaterials 
Self assembly is the ability to assemble nanomaterials into organized structures without 
human intervention through an autonomous organization (Whitesides and Grzybowski, 
2002). Recently, by designing a two component-rod structures that posses hydrophobic 
and hydrophilic ends, Park et al. has prepared amphiphiles like nanostructures (Park et al. 
2004). In their study, the hydrophilic block is provided through the use of Au nanowire, 
while the hydrophilic block is provided through the use of polypyrrole (Ppy) nanowire. In 
their typical experiments, the Au-PpY nanorods were synthesized using the AAO 
template approach. Taking advantage of the pseudo-conical shape provided by the 
difference in diameters between the larger Au and smaller polymer sections, three-
dimensional bundle- and tubular-shaped microscale architectures can be assembled by 
these Au-Ppy nanorods. In their work, they stated that the template plays a critical role in 
producing such aligned structures by pre-aligning the rods. They state that the macro-
assembly is through the combination forces including the strong Van der Waals 
attractions between the organic ends of the individual rods and the steric repulsion 
between the Au ends of the different nanorods. By varying the ratio of the Au to Ppy, the 
diameter of these superstructures can be controlled. Larger Au/Ppy ratios result in tubes 
of smaller diameter and while smaller Au/Ppy ratios produce tubes with larger diameters. 
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And sheet superstructures can be formed by the Au-Ppy-Au nanorods which have an 
hour-glass shape. Their work suggests that template synthesized materials can be used to 
assemble complex assembly of mesoscopic structures. 
Taking advantage in the flexibility in material choice when using template approach, 
bundle structures of a different type have also been formed by using magnetic 
interactions. Whitesides and co-workers (Love et al. 2003) designed multi-segmented 
nanorods made of ferromagnetic Ni sections separated by diamagnetic Au spacer 
segments. The Au segments produced multiple, simultaneous magnetic interactions along 
the length of the nanorod hence increasing the stability of the assembly. The magnetic 
interactions between the Ni segments of the nanorods are responsible for the assembly. In 
these nanorods, the Ni sections are disk like and have smaller thickness than diameters. 
This type of structure causes the magnetic moments of the Ni segments to align 
perpendicular to the long axis of the nanorod. (Chen et al. 2003). Therefore, individual 
nanorods bundle side-to-side so that their ferromagnetic sections align. 
Surface Modification 
Taking advantage in the ease to modify the nanomaterial surface, nanoscale building 
blocks also can be assembled by using their distinct surface chemistry (Love et al. 2005). 
It is widely known that bulk metallic films and nanoparticles of various shape and 
composition can be functionalized with self-assembled monolayers (SAM) of small 
molecules containing, for example, thiol, cyanide, amine, and carboxylic acid groups. For 
multi-segmented nanomaterials, since each component has a different surface reactivity, 
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it is possible to achieve spatially selective chemical functionalization along the long axis 
of the nanowire. 
Several groups have demonstrated various ways to selectively functionalize multi-
segmented nanorods and nanowires. For example, Lee et al. (Lee et al. 2004) has shown 
that histidine tagged proteins preferentially bind to the Ni segments of Au-Ni-Au 
nanorods and has exploited this property in bioseparation strategies. Also, Mallouk and 
co-workers were able to show that orthogonal assembly of 2-mercaptoethylamine and 1-
butaneisocyanide occurred on the surfaces of Au and Pt segments, respectively, of an 
electrochemically synthesized nanorod (Martin et al. 1999). Similar studies performed by 
Meyers et al. (Meyer et al 2003) show that Au and Ni components of a nanorod could be 
selectively functionalized with different SAMs. 
1.3. Objectives and scope for the present work 
White it is possible to grow hybrid nanowire using the above methods, several 
disadvantages still exist for the fabrication of these hybrid materials. For example, when 
two CVD cycles for different materials are involved, for example, as done in the case of 
Hu et al. (Hu et al. 1999), cross contamination issues usually surfaces. For example, in 
the work done by Hu et al., it is difficult to avoid contamination of amorphous Si and 
SiOx layers on the surfaces of both nanotubes and nanowires while doing the subsequent 
Si nanowire growth on the carbon nanotubes. Also, the presence of the catalyst particle 
resulted in the unexpected doping of the catalyst atoms in Si nanowires. And with the 
common catalyst approach, catalyst particle will always be in presence at the junction of 
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the two materials. Apart from the above-mentioned problems, it is also obvious to note 
from the SEM images that the hybrid materials from the above approaches usually 
resulted in hybrid materials of different diameters and shapes. For example, in the case of 
the CNT-ZnO hybrid produced by Liu et al. (Liu et al. 2006), they have relatively poor 
control of the ZnO segment, and in some cases, it certainly seems more like the presence 
of a nanoparticle on top of the carbon nanotube. And it is obvious that there is no axial 
alignment between their ZnO and the CNT segment. For various applications, it is 
however important to have arrays of the nanowires hence useful to have a homogenous 
nanowire/ nanotube hybrids. 
Hence, the main objective of the present work is to develop a new synthesis method that 
allows for large-scale fabrication of multi-segmented hybrid materials based on carbon 
nanotubes. The method that is aimed in this study is developed based on the use of 
alumina template. We will show that through the use of the AAO template, we can 
synthesize various hybrids of CNTs, or even other inorganic hybrids based on a similar 
approach we develop in this thesis. In the first part of the thesis, we will be looking at the 
synthesis of the various hybrid nanowires we synthesized in this thesis, they include Au-
CNT, Cu-CNT, Au-CNT-Au, Au-Ni-CNT. We will also take a close look on the tube-in-
tube CNTs synthesized in the case of Cu-CNT. We will also look at the other hybrid 
materials including the porous Au nanowire-CNT hybrid and the Au nanowire- ZnO 
nanotube hybrid. These two classes of hybrid can be obtained through the alternation of 
process in the procedure we developed for metal-CNT structure. The porous Au NW-
CNT hybrid can be obtained by the subsequent removal of Ag from the co-deposited Au-
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Ag alloy nanowire. And the ZnO NT-AuNW hybrid can be obtained by doing a ZnO 
CVD instead of the CNT CVD. The fabrication of these materials are presented, and the 
resulted structures are characterized by SEM and TEM. 
In the second part of the thesis, we will focus on the Au-CNT hybrid nanowire system. 
The SEM, TEM, electrical properties and Raman spectra of the Au-CNT hybrid nanowire 
is also taken and studied in detail. We will also look at the possibility to use high voltage 
treatment for graphitizing the CNT in the Au-CNT hybrid. 
And since the Au-CNT hybrids address the problem of contact resistance in hybrid 
materials, and with the high electrochemically accessible surface area, high electronic 
conductivity, chemical stability and low mass density afforded by the carbon nanotubes, 
the hybrids are attractive as electrode materials for electrochemical energy storage 
devices such as supercapacitors. The idea of using arrays of such hybrids as electrodes 
for supercapacitors is also tested. The performance of the Au-CNT hybrid materials as 
new electrode materials is studied carefully. Hence, it is aimed to fabricate 
electrochemical double layer supercapacitors using the hybrids as electrode materials and 
to measure the capacitance of these hybrids by other electrochemical method including 
cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic charge-discharge. 
In addition to using the hybrids to improve the already existing applications such as the 
electrodes for supercapacitors, by using the different surface properties afforded by the 
two ends of the Au-CNT hybrids, the present work also studies the possibility to use the 
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hybrid material as building blocks for smart assembly. We will look at the use of Au-
CNT hybrid nanowires to design a material system that is capable of self assemble 
according to its environment. We will also examine how our smart assembly system can 
be controlled via external stimulus such as the magnetic field. We will also look at the 
flexibility in the assembly afforded by our system to include surface modification of the 
Au at its surface. Such a process will then lead to the manipulation of our system through 




In this chapter, the details of experimental techniques employed for the synthesis of 
anodic alumina oxide (AAO) template and the various types of hybrid nanowires 
including metal (Au or Cu)-carbon nanotubes, three segmented hybrids including Au-
CNT-Au and CNT-Ni-Au hybrids, porous Au-CNT hybrids and Au nanowire-ZnO 
nanotube hybrids are described. The experimental setup for the IV testing and Raman 
characterization of hybrid nanowire are also described. Also, the development for 
supercapacitor test cell for the measurement of specific capacitance is also looked at. The 
techniques employed for the assembly of hybrid nanowires in solution is also presented. 
2.1 PREPARATION OF ANODIC ALUMINM OXIDE (AAO) TEMPLATE 
For the fabrication of AAO template, 99.999% aluminum (Al) foils from Sigma-Aldrich 
were punched into circular pieces of 20 mm. The Al foils were then cleaned by sonication 
inside the acetone bath. After cleaning, the Al foils were loaded into the homemade 
plastic cells for anodization (figure 2.1). The Al foils were electrically contacted through 
the Cu metal electrodes. Once the Al foils were loaded into the cell. The electrolyte 
(0.3M oxalic acid) was loaded into the plastic anodization cell until the electrolyte was 
covering the Al foils. Prior to use, the lead electrode is polished using sand paper to 
expose a non-oxidized and shiny lead surface. The lead electrode was then placed into the 
center of the electrolyte bath at equal distances from the Al pieces. With the lead 
electrode in solution, and the electrolyte immersing the Al foils, the anodization cell was 
then placed into the Isotemp water bath set at 10°C. Voltage of 40V dc was then applied 
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Figure 2.1: Photograph of the anodization cell developed for the anodization of the 
Al foils. 
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from a DC power supply with Al as the anode and the lead as the cathode. The 
anodization process was carried out for 6 hours. This step allowed the formation of a thin 
anodic aluminum oxide layer on the Al surface. The Al sample was then immersed in a 
mixed solution of phosphoric acid (6 wt %) and chromic acid (1.8%) at 60°C for 6 hours 
to remove the aluminum oxide layer. When done, the aluminum pieces were rinsed in 
distilled water. And after rinsing, the aluminum pieces were again placed back into the 
plastic cell for 8 hours of second anodization. The second anodization step was carried 
out under identical conditions to the first anodization. After completion of second 
anodization, saturated tin chloride (SnCU) solution was used to remove the remaining Al 
substrate at room temperature. For the final step, the AAO was immersed in a 5 wt% 
aqueous phosphoric acid solution at 30 °C for 1 hour to remove the barrier layer on the 
bottom side. When complete, the self-fabricated alumina template with the transparent 
appearance was then obtained. 
In some of the work carried out in this thesis, commercial templates (Anodisk 
from Whatman®) were used instead of homemade templates. The commercial templates 
have larger channel sizes in comparison to the homemade ones. The ones that we used in 
our experiment are ordered from Whatman, diameter 13 mm or 25 mm with a quoted 
pore size 20 nm, but the pore diameter is however much larger than the quoted 20 nm). 
2.2 SYNTHESIS OF HYBRID NANOWIRES USING AAO TEMPLATE 
The below section describes the detail experimental procedures for the synthesis of the 
various types of hybrid nanowires developed in this thesis. 
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2.2.1 Metal (Au or Cu) -CNT hybrid nanowires 
The steps involved in the preparation of the Au-CNT hybrid nanowires are illustrated in 
Figure 2.2. First, the metal (Au or Cu) nanowires were grown inside the template using 
electrodeposition. For the electrodeposition of the metal nanowires, a thin layer of Au 
coating (about 200nm) was first thermal evaporated onto one side of the AAO template to 
serve as the working electrode for the consequent electrochemical deposition. Once the 
Au layer has been coated on it, the template was then placed into a homemade Teflon cell 
(figure 2.3) for the electrodeposition of metal. The AAO was contacted electrically 
through the Au film which was then contacted externally through an aluminum foil strip. 
While allowing for contact at the back of the template, the Teflon cell ensures that the 
only exposure path for the alumina template to the electrolyte was through the top face 
while the solution was sealed from reaching the backside of the sample by the O-ring at 
the bottom of the Teflon cell. As shown in Figure 2.4, Standard three-electrode 
potentiostat system (Princeton EG & G 273 A) was used for the deposition of metal 
nanowires. Ag/AgCl was used as the reference electrode and platinum wire was used as 
the counter electrode. For the electrodeposition of copper, a homemade plating solution 
(0.2 M CuS04 with 0.2 M H3BO3) was deposited at a constant potential of -0.7 V vs. 
Ag/AgCl. For the electrodeposition of gold, a commercially available plating solution 
(Orotemp 24 RTU from Technic Inc.) was deposited at -0.9V vs. Ag/AgCl. The length 
of the metal nanowires was monitored by the accumulated charge that is a function of the 
time. After the filling part of the template with the electrodeposited metal nanowires, the 
template was left for overnight air-drying. When dried, the template with metal 
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Figure 2.3: Photograph of the Teflon cell fabricated for the electrodeposition of metal 
nano wires. 
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Figure 2.4: three-electrode potentiostat system (Princeton EG & G 273 A) 
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vapor deposition. MWNTs were synthesized by the pyrolysis of acetylene without the use 
of catalysts (figure 2.5 shows the schematic for the CVD, and figure 2.6 shows a picture 
of the furnace we use). Pyrolysis of acetylene was carried out in a thermal CVD 
apparatus that was developed in the laboratory. The pyrolysis set-up consists of a single 
stage furnace system fitted with a quartz tube. Swagelok tubes and connector (straight, L 
and T connectors) and needle valves were used in the gas flow lines. A mechanical pump 
is also attached to the gas flow line. The gas flow rates were measured using glass tube 
purgemeters. Quartz reactor ends were closed with stainless steel caps sealed with plaster 
of pairs. The furnace was controlled by the temperature controller. Argon and acetylene 
gas cylinders were connected to the gas flow lines through respective gas regulators. The 
template with metal nanowires partially filled the holes was placed inside a quartz boat 
(60 mm in length). The boat with the sample was then placed inside the quartz tube at the 
center of the furnace. Before starting the CVD reaction, the quartz tube reactor was first 
pumped down with mechanical pump to vacuum for at least ten minutes. After pumping 
down for ten minutes, the quartz tube reactor was then flushed with argon gas to ensure 
complete removal of oxygen. With the continued flow of Argon, the temperature of the 
furnace was raised to 650 °C. Once the temperature of the furnace reached 650 °C, the Ar 
flow is next reduced. And acetylene was then introduced into the quartz tube. In general, 
the reaction gas with the ratio of Ar (85%) and acetylene (15%) was passed through the 
quartz tube reactor at a flow rate of 35 ml/min for the growth of carbon nanotubes. The 
deposition was carried out for 75 minutes. Black fumes could be seen at the outlet end of 
the quartz tube indicating the pyrolysis of acetylene. After the deposition, furnace was 
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Figure 2.6: Photograph of the thermal CVD facility developed for the synthesis of 
MWNTs. 
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carbon deposit in the template was removed from the reactor after reaching temperature 
below 100°C. 
After the CVD, the sample was oxygen plasma etched for about 2 hours at 300 
mTorr (plasma cleaner PDC-32G, Harrick, New York, USA) to remove the amorphous 
carbon layer on the top of the template surface. The hybrid nanowires could then be 
released from the template by dissolving the alumina membrane in 3M NaOH solution. 
The rods were repeatedly rinsed with distilled water until the pH of the solution reached 7 
to indicate completely washing of the NaOH. 
2.2.2 Au-CNT-Au three segmented hybrid nanowires 
For the fabrication of three segmented Au-CNT-Au hybrid nanowires, a similar 
procedure as described above for the fabrication of Au-CNT was employed. First, Cu was 
electrodeposited into the template to act as a sacrificial segment that was to be removed 
later. Au was next electrodeposited as the second layer above the Cu segment. After the 
Au deposition, the sample was immersed in FFNO3 to selectively dissolve the Cu segment 
and the Ag back coating. With the removal of the Cu segment, the Au segment was then 
suspended at the center of the channels with spaces on the two ends. The acetylene CVD 
was next carried out to grow CNT in the empty spaces at the two sides of the Au 
segment. Same experimental conditions as described above for the two segment structure 
were used for the CNT CVD. After the CVD, three segmented hybrid structures of CNT-
Au-CNT were obtained. And the same procedure for the removal of the template was 
used here to release the three-segmented hybrids. 
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2.2.3 Au-Ni-CNT three segmented hybrid nanowires 
The steps involved in the preparation of the Au-Ni-CNT hybrid nanowires are illustrated 
in Figure 2.7. For the fabrication of three segmented Au-Ni-CNT, a Au layer as described 
above was first electrodeposited into the template followed by the electrodeposition of 
the Ni layer. For the electrodeposition of nickel, a homemade plating solution (0.2 M 
NiS04 with 0.1M H3B03) was deposited at -1.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Once the nickel was 
deposited, a CNT CVD was carried out on the template with Au and Ni nanowires 
segments embedded inside. The same procedure as described above was used to remove 
the template and release the hybrids from the template. 
2.2.4 Porous Au nanowire-CNT hybrid nanowires 
The steps involved in the preparation of the Au-CNT hybrid nanowires are illustrated in 
Figure 2.8. In order to grow porous gold nanowire, gold was first electrodeposited for a 
one hour to first grow a short gold segment. Next, gold and silver were then co-deposited 
into the pores using a mixture of commercial gold-and silver (1:1) plating solution 
(Orotemp 24 RTU solution and 1025 RTU). Silver and gold were then co-deposited into 
the pores using a potential of-0.90 V. After the co-deposition of the Au-Ag, preferential 
dissolution of the less noble silver component of the binary alloy was carried out using 
35% nitric acid solution. The sample was then rinsed with DI water repeatedly. The 
sample was then left air dried at room temperature for 24 hours. For the fabrication of 
porous gold nanowire-carbon nanotube hybrids, the template with the porous gold 
nanowires in them was then placed in the furnace for the growth of carbon nanotube with 
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Figure 2.8: Schematic summarizing the steps taken to fabricate the Porous Au- CNT 
hybrid nano wires. 
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described in section 2.1 was used to remove the amphorous carbon and the template to 
release the hybrid nanowires. 
2.2.5 Au nanowire-ZnO nanotube hybrid nanowires 
The steps involved in the preparation of the Au-CNT hybrid nanowires are illustrated in 
Figure 2.9. For the synthesis of Au nanowire-ZnO nanotube hybrids, the Au nanowire 
was first electrodeposited into the template as described above for the Au-CNT hybrids. 
Once the metal nanowires were inside the template, ZnO CVD was then carried out for 
the growth of the ZnO nanotube. For the growth of ZnO CVD, a quartz tube furnace 
system was used. In the process, Zn powder (0.065 g, 100 mesh, 99. 998%, Aldrich) was 
placed in an alumina boat. The boat was put in the center of the furnace; the template 
with Au nanowires already grown inside the template was used as the deposition 
substrate and placed next to the source material along the downstream side of the flowing 
argon. The vertical distance between the source material and the substrate was 10-20 mm. 
After purging the tube with high-purity Ar gas for 10 min, the furnace was heated to 750 
°C to facilitate the growth of the ZnO nanotubes. After reacting for 60 min in flowing Ar 
gas (500 seem), the furnace was cooled to room temperature; the furnace was cooled to 
room temperature; a white layer can be seen on top of the template to indicate the 
successful growth of ZnO. A similar procedure as described in previous sections was 
used to remove the template and release the hybrids. 
2.3 CHARACTERIZATION STUDIES 















Figure 2.9: Schematic summarizing the steps taken to fabricate ZnO-Au hybrid 
nanowires. 
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The morphology of the hybrids was analyzed using a JEOL scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) operating at 20 kV. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies were carried out using JEOL 2100 
transmission electron microscopes. The sample was initially dispersed in acetone by 
shaking (ultrasonication is not used in order to prevent breaking the junctions). It was 
then allowed to settle and a drop of the solution was transfer on to a carbon coated copper 
grid and mounted onto the microscope and the micrographs were recorded. 
2.4 ELECTRICLA MEASURMENT AND RAMAN SPECTRAL OF THE Au-CNT 
HYBRID NANOWIRES 
Alignment of the hybrid nanowire across the electrodes 
In order to obtain a solution with uniform dispersion of hybrid nanowires, a different 
approach as described above was used to dissolve the template. First, we mixed 3 M 
NaOH solution with the surfactant solution, Sodium Dodecyl Sulfonate (SDS). A piece of 
the template with hybrid nanowires around 2 millimeter in size was placed into the 
solution mixture in a vial. The vial was then placed on a shaker for constant shaking for 
30 minutes to remove the template. The solution mixture appeared grey to indicate a 
uniform dispersion of the hybrids inside the solution. The NaOH/SDS solution with 
hybrids present inside was then diluted with DiOsolution with a ration of 1:50. The 
hybrid device was prepared by using dielectrophoretic deposition to deposit the hybrid 
nanowires onto the Pd (40nm)/ Ti (5nm) electrodes on p-doped (100)-Si substrates 
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(O.001 Q.cm/sq) with an 800 nm thermal Si02 layer. The electrodes were defined by 
electron beam lithography and metal sputtering with a gap size of 10 i^m. The chip was 
then placed onto a chip holder and then wire bounded. The chip holder was then 
connected to a function generator. Optimum DEP frequency and peak-to-peak voltage 
was then applied. When the function generator was switched on, a drop of the hybrid 
nanowire suspensivion (~ 10 \iL) was drop casted onto the chip. After 5 minutes, the drop 
was gently blown off the surface by a stream of nitrogen gas, and the generator was then 
switched off. Optical microscope was used to examine the surface of the chip to see if the 
nanowires were successfully spanned across the 10 |^ m gap. 
Electrical characterization of the hybrid 
Once the hybrid had been successfully placed across the electrodes, the chip with the chip 
holder was then connected to the Keithley 6430 sourcemeter to apply a source-drain 
potential V to the hybrid nanowire device under investigation. The drain electrode has 
been grounded throughout the experiments. The IV characteristic of hybrid nanowire was 
then recorded using a labview program. 
Raman Spectroscopy 
Raman Spectrometric measurement were performed using a confocal Raman microscope, 
Witec CRM 200, excited with an Ar+ ion laser at 2.31 eV or Ne/He laser at 1.96 eV, a 
laser spot diameter of -500 nm and a power density of -1.4 MW/cm2 at the sample. 
Raman spectra were recorded under ambient conditions with the polarization of the 
incident light parallel to the long axis of the electrodes. 
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2.5 SUPERCAPACITANCE MEASUREMENT 
Fabrication of supercapacitor test cell 
An ECDL supercapacitor test cell was built using two hybrid Au-CNT electrodes 
separated by a thin filter paper with a sandwich type construction 
(electrode/separator/electrode) and stanless stell current collectors using a Swagelok type 
cell (Figure 2.10). 6M NaOH solution was used as the electrolyte. A special spring 
arrangement has been provided in the test cell to minimize the contact resistance. 
Capacitance measurements 
Capacitance measurements of hybrids electrodes were carried out using cyclic 
voltammetry, galvanostatic charge-discharge. The cyclic voltammetry (CV) response of 
the electrodes were measured at different scan rates varying from 50-1000 mVs-1. 
Voltammetry testing was carried out at potentials between -0.5 V and 0.3 V using 6 M 
KOH aqueous electrolyte solutions. Galvanostatic cycling of supercapacitor electrodes 
was performed at a constant current of 2A/g. 
2.6 MANIPULATION OF THE Au-CNT HYBRID NANOWIRES 
Control Coalescing of dichloromethane drops using Ultrasound. 
The hybrid nanowires were first dispersed in water. A drop of dichloromethane (DCM) is 
then added into the water solution to form a biphasic solution of DCM in water. The vial 
and the solution are then shaken to form small drops of DCM in water. After the 
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Figure 2.10: Schematic diagram of a supercapacitor test cell with the Au-CNT hybrid 
nanowires as electrodes. 
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controlled coalescing of the dichloromethane drops could be carried out using 
ultrasonication. In a typical experiment, the vial with small gold spheres are immersed in 
the ultrasound bath (at 35.5-40.5 kHz, Aquasonic ultrasonic bath, model 50T, VWR, 
Charlotte, NC, USA) for less than 5 sec. Immediate coalescing of the dichloromethane 
drops can be noted by visual observation of the formation of a single big gold sphere. 
The spheres once assembled can also be left dried. A reverse experiment of water inside 
DCM was also carried out, in this case, the hybrid nanowires were first dispersed inside 
the DCM. A drop of water was then dropped into the DCM to form the biphasic solution. 
Note that for the case of DCM inside water, a glass vial was used for the demonstration. 
But for the case of water inside DCM, a polypropylene tube was used for the 
demonstration as water drop sticks to the glass wall surrounded by DCM. It should also 
be noted that since the density of DCM (1.3255 g/cm3) is higher than water, the 
dichloromethane sinks when inside the water solution while the water droplet floats when 
placed inside the DCM solution. 
Thiol-modification of the gold segment on the hybrid nanowires. 
For functionalizing the gold segment of the hybrid nanowires, the hybrid nanowires were 
suspended into an round bottom flask containing ethanol solution with 20 mM of 
l//,l//,2//,2/f-perfluorodecanethiol(Sigma-Aldrich, USA) (See Figure 2.11 for the 
chemical structure). The hybrid nanowires were magnetic stirred for 12 to 14 h inside the 
solution. The treatment time was sufficient to convert the gold segment to be 
hydrophobic. Surplus thiol molecules were removed by rinsing with pure ethanol 
repeatedly. 
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Remote UV oxidation of thiol modified gold segments on the hybrid nanowires. For 
photo-oxidization of the thiol attached on the gold surface, the hybrid nanowires 
suspended inside water were irradiated with a mercury vapour lamp (Might Company 











Figure 2.11: Chemical structure of \H,\H,2H, 2//-perfluorodecanethiol (PFDT). 
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CHARPTER 3 
SYNTHESIS OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF HYBRID NANOWIRES USING 
TEMPLATE APPROACH 
This chapter first describes the growth mechanism for the homemade alumina templates, 
the second part of the chapter focuses on the studies for the growth for the hybrid 
nanowires of various types. The results of different hybrids including metal (Au or Cu) 
nanowire - CNT, Au-CNT-Au, Au-Ni-CNT, Porous Au (PAu) nanowire-CNT are 
presented. The growth mechanisms for each of the hybrid nanowires in all the cases are 
also discussed. 
3.1 SYNTHESIS OF THE AAO TEMPLATE USING ANODIZATION 
Porous aluminum oxide film is produced on the pure (99.999%) aluminum by 
electrochemical anodization. Anodization is an electrolytic oxidation process where the 
metal surface is converted to an adherent oxide coating when anodic voltage is applied. 
And different morphological features of the oxide layer can be formed by varying the 
anodization conditions including the temperature, current density, voltage and duration of 
the anodization. There are two types of anodization, mild anodization (Masuda et al. 
1995, Lakshmi et al. 1997, Guo et al. 2003, Li et al. 2005) and hard anodization (Lee et 
al. 2006, Schwirn et al. 2008, Lee et al. 2008, Lee et al. 2008). Until the recent use of the 
hard anodization, most of the previous work primarily adopts the mild anodization 
approach which relies on the use of self-ordered regime in anodization i.e. a specific 
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voltage is used for the particular electrolyte solution (Masuda et at 1997, Li et at 1998, 
Masuda et at 1998, Shingubara et at 2004, Li et at 1998, Nielsch et at 2002). Through 
anodization, the metal surface is electrolytically oxidized to form an adherent oxide layer. 
Over the years, various morphology features have been demonstrated by varying the 
conditions such as the voltage, temperature, and the electrolyte solution during the 
anodization process solution (Masuda et at 1997, Li et at 1998, Masuda et at 1998, 
Shingubara et at 2004, Li et at 1998, Nielsch et at 2002). In order to achieve well-
organized alumina template, usually a two-step anodization process is introduced. Or 
alternately, the use of a mold to imprint roughness onto the aluminum is necessary 
(Yanagishita et at 2004). In the work described in this thesis, the typical two-step 
anodization process developed by Masuda is adopted to fabricate the alumina templates 
(Masuda et at 1995). It is especially critical to ensure that the starting Al sheet is smooth 
and defect free, hence, the thin sheet of aluminum is first annealed and electropolished to 
remove the top layer of the aluminum oxide. After that, the aluminum is anodized in an 
acidic electrolyte solution. After the formation of the first AAO layer, which consist of 
disorganized layer, we can then remove this disordered layer by using chromated 
solution. Subsequently, a second anodization is done on the substrate using the same 
conditions as the first anodization. In this anodization, the remaining pits from the first 
anodized alumina layer are used to guide the growth for the newly formed alumina. 
Hence, a well-organized layer of AAO is formed. This is followed by the removal of the 
excess aluminum layer and the barrier oxide layer. The final alumina membrane with 
cylindrical pores in a hexagonal array with uniform diameters is then obtained. In most of 
the anodization process for the making of self-ordered AI2O3 alumina arrays, the mild 
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anodization (MA) approach has been used. As mentioned before, for mild anodization, a 
specific voltage is used for a particular solution. If voltage outside the specific voltage is 
used, the spatial order would be lost. With mild anodization, interpore distance of 6 nm, 
100 nm, and 500 nm can be achieved through the respective use of sulfuric acid, oxalic 
acid and phosphoric acid as electrolytes at proper voltage and temperature. The mild 
anodization is however a rather slow process with growth rate of 2-6 [xm/ hour, this has 
been the main disadvantage associated with the AAO fabrication. Recently, Gosele and 
co-worker introduced the hard anodization (HA) for the making of alumina oxide 
template. Using the hard anodization, various new ranges of new interpore distances like 
220 nm-300 nm and 78-114 nm using oxalic acid and sulphuric acid respectively were 
achieved and such ranges were previously impossible to achieve using mild anodizatio. 
More importantly, hard anodization also helps to solve the slow growth problem of mild 
anodization and allows anodization to be carried out at industrial efficiencies. High 
voltages varying from 40 V-150 V are usually used for hard anodization. In hard 
anodization, a high speed oxide growth rate of 50-100 nm/hour can be reached. Gosele et 
al. also showed that through utilization of combination of mild anodization and hard 
anodization, for example, they could be combined using pulse anodization, new and 
interesting 3D structure of alumina can be achieved (Lee et al. 2008). Another key 
advantage of hard anodization is that it eliminates the need to introduce the two-step 
process and uses only a single process. They even showed that, with the hard anodization 
approach, a single alumina nanotube could also be obtained (Lee et al. 2008). In all the 
template fabrication described in this thesis, the two-step mild anodization approach 
developed by Masuda (Masuda et al. 1995) is adapted. Porous aluminum oxide template 
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can be grown in few different acidic electrolytes as mentioned above. The most common 
electrolytes for anodization of aluminum include phosphoric acid, chromic acid, and 
oxalic acid. One of the primary requirement for the electrolytes is that they must have the 
ability to retain a relatively high concentration of aluminum in solution since a large 
fraction of the aluminum that is oxidized in the anodization process is released into the 
solution and not been retained in the film. Figure 3.1 shows a sketch diagram for the film 
structure of the anodic alumina template (Asoh et al. 2001). Anodization always results 
in high density of the fine pores, but the cell and pore dimensions depend on the bath 
composition, temperature, and voltage. The reaction involved in the anodization can be 
separated to as follows, the reaction at the anode occur at the metal/oxide and 
oxide/electrolyte interfaces. The ions that make up the oxide are mobile under the high 
field conditions. At the metal/oxide interface the inward moving oxygen anions reaction 
with the metal: 
2A1 + 302" -» Al203+6e" (3.1) 
while outward moving aluminum cations react with water at the oxide/electrolyte 
interface: 
2A13+ 3H20 — A1203+6H+ (3.2) 
Also, in the case of aluminum dissolution into the electrolyte during the porous film 
formation, the anodic reaction is 
2A1 — 2Al3++6 e" (3.3) 






Figure 3.1: Idealized structure of anodic porous aluminum oxide ( Asoh et al. 2001) 
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We can then combine the reactions at both electrodes to get the overall reaction that took 
place during anodization 
2A1+3H20^ A1203 +3 H2 (3.5). 
Figure 3.2 shows a SEM image for top view of the typical alumina template we 
fabricated in our laboratory. Figure 3.3 shows the SEM image for the top view of the 
alumina template prior removal of the oxide cap using phosphoric acid. For all our house 
fabricated alumina templates, oxalic acid was used as the electrolyte with 40V of DC 
voltage in accordance to what others reported in literatures. With the oxalic acid, we 
obtain an inter-pore distance of 100 nm between the pores. And the pore diameters are 
about 50 nm in diameters. For our anodization time of 6.5 hours, we receive the length of 
the alumina channels to be around 15 \xm. And longer channels can be obtained by 
simply prolonging the second anodization duration. 
3.2 SYNTHESIS OF THE VARIOUS HYBRID NANOWIRES 
This section describes the fabrication for the various hybrid nanowires including metal 
(Au or Cu)-CNT, Au-CNT-Au, Au-Ni-CNT, Porous Au NW-CNT, and Au-ZnO 
nanotube (NT). 
3.2.1 Synthesis of metal (Au or Cu) -CNT hybrid nanowires 
SEM images of the hybrid arrays formed between CNT and metal nanowires are shown 
in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 for Au and Cu respectively. The Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) 
analysis for the Au and Cu nanowires dispersed on silicon wafer is given in Figures 3.6 
(a) and (b) respectively. Figure 3.7 also shows the optical microscope image for the (A) 
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Figure 3.2: SEM image for the top-view of the self-fabricated AAO template using oxalic 
acid. 
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Figure 3.3: SEM image for the top-view of the self-fabricated AAO template using oxalic 
acid prior to removal of the oxide cap. 
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Figure 3.4: SEM images showing the arrays of Au-CNT hybrid nanowires fabricated 
using homemade templates 
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Figure 3.6: EDX analysis for the (a) Au-CNT and (b) Cu-CNT hybrid structure dispersed 
on silicon wafers 
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Figure 3.7: Optical microscope images for the (A) gold nanowire : 
nanotubes sides of the Au-CNT hybrid nanowires after the removal of the 
template. The inlet of (A) shows the side view of hybrid nanowire arrays. 
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gold nanowire and (B) carbon nanotube side of the Au-CNT hybrid nanowires after the 
removal of the template. The inlet of (A) shows the side view of a hybrid nanowire array. 
The clear visual contrast between the two materials can be observed with naked eyes. 
Unlike the uniform interface between Au and polypyrrole nanowires reported by Mirkin 
et al.,5 the interface levels between the CNTs and the metal nanowires are not uniform 
and varied from one wire to another as shown in Figure 3.4 and 3.5. Figure 3.8 shows the 
FESEM images of the Cu nanowires prior to the CVD. And since the SEM image taken 
for the Au nanowires confirmed that the height of all the electrodeposited metal 
nanowires are rather uniform, we can therefore deduced that the non- uniformity in the 
interface level of the Au-CNT interface is a result of the heat treated CVD process. 
Gosele et al. (Gosele et al. 2002), had reported that when polymer melt are in contact 
with AAO, the adhesive forces (capillary force) provided by the template wall act to 
result in the formation of polymer nanowires or nanotubes inside the channels. We 
believe that the similar mechanism can be at play to result in the height distribution of 
different interfaces for the hybrids of the metal nanowires and the CNTs. During the 
CVD (650 C) process, the metal nanowires could have partially melted as the metal in 
nanowire form has lower melting temperature than the bulk metal. As part of the metal 
nanowire is melted to its liquid form, the melted metal could flow up the nanochannel 
with the aid of the adhesive force provided by the template wall to result in the different 
interface levels between individual hybrid nanowire. It can be seen from figure 2 that the 
interface between metal/CNT for Au nanowires is more uniform (Figure 3.4 a,b) in 
comparison to the interfaces of metal/CNT for Cu nanowires (Figure 3.5 a, b). The 
interface level for Au-CNT hybrid structures varies in the range ± 200 nm from 
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Figure 3.8: SEM image of the Au nanowire. 
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an arbitrary zero level while the interface location varies in the range ±1.2 um for the 
case of Cu-CNT hybrid structures. This difference is due to the difference in solubility of 
carbon inside Au and Cu. The solubility of carbon in copper is higher than its solubility 
in Au as indicated from the phase diagrams (ASM Hand Book Volume 3, 1992). With the 
higher solubility of carbon in copper, larger portion of the Cu nanowires became unstable 
during the CVD process. As a result, a larger portion of Cu climbed up the template 
channel resulting in the non-uniform interface level observed. On the other hand, with 
the lower solubility of carbon in gold, less Au (in comparison to Cu) has moved during 
the CVD, hence resulting in a rather uniform interface level between Au nanowires and 
CNT. 
FESEM images of a single "hybrid structure" of Au-CNT and CNT-Au-CNT are 
shown in Figures 3.9 (a), (b) respectively. From the two images, it can be seen that a 
well-adhered interface is present between Au nanowire and the CNT. Figure 3.10 shows 
the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of the interface between Au nanowire and 
CNT made inside homemade templates. And figure 3.11 shows the larger diameter 
hybrids synthesized in the commercial templates. This figure shows the presence of 
nanoparticles inside and on the tube wall of the CNT close to the junction. This 
observation of metal nanoparticles in the CNTs further supports our hypothesis that metal 
segments at the metal-CNT interfaces had partially melted during the CVD process. Also, 
we can see from Figure 3.9 (a) that the CNT is close ended at the metal junction. As 
reported by Miao et al (2006), if the CNTs are grown based on the self-catalytic action of 
the template, closed ended CNT will result if the templates are close ended. In our case, 
the metal nanowire segment acted as a close end barrier (cap) to the self-catalytic CVD 
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Figure 3.10: (a) TEM and (b) HRTEM images showing Au-CNT junction of the Au-CNT 
hybrid nanowire synthesized using homemade templates. 
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Figure 3.11: (A) SEM and (b) TEM images of CNT/Au nanowire hybrid structure. TEM 
image clearly shows the CNT-AuNW interface and the CNT graphitic wall, 
approximately 15 mm thick. 
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growth. With these close ended CNTs, it also ensures the metal segments are in touch 
with high areas of carbon. This can be seen in Figure 3.10 (b), which shows the HRTEM 
image of the junction between the nanotube segments grown with Cu nanowires in the 
template. It can be seen that a rather different structure as the case of Au nanowire is 
observed. Larger diameter hybrid nanowires are obtained as expected. In the case of 
carbon nanotubes grown using Cu nanowire ends, we see the presences of tube-in-tube 
CNTs formed inside the AAO templates. (Figures 3.12) It shows two different kinds of 
CNT structures. In additional to the outer CNTs with larger diameter of about 60nm 
which we also observed for the Au-CNT structures, for Cu-CNT, Cu catalyzed CNTs 
with much smaller diameter of about 10-15 nm were also observed inside the larger 
CNTs. As noted above, the outer CNT was grown from the self-catalytic properties of the 
AAO template, hence having the same shape and dimension of the nanochannels (Li et 
al. 1998). From the TEM image, it can be seen that Cu nanoparticles are deposited 
uniformly inside the larger tube wall (Figures 3.12). We believe the Cu nanowire might 
have evaporated during the high temperature CVD synthesis to form secondary metal 
particles along the nanotubes. Similar phenomenon has also been observed by others 
(Cassell et al. 1999, Moisala et al. 2003). It is known that the interaction for the metal to 
bond with carbon atoms increase with the number of unfilled d-orbitals (Zhang et al. 
2000, Zhang and Dai, 2001). Since Cu (3d104s) has no d-vacancy, we can expect it to 
have minimal affinity with the CNTs. As a result of this weak interaction, discrete Cu 
nanoparticles are formed on the CNTs rather than a continuous nanowire (for metal 
which interacts strongly with CNT)(Zhang et al. 2000). Figure 3.13 shows the 
encapsulation of Cu cluster inside the CNT. This figure provides evidence that the inner 
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Figure 3.12: TEM images of (a) bundles of tube-in-tube CNT structures grown inside 
AAO template, (b) A single tube-in-tube CNT structure; inset shows an 












Figure 3.13: SEM image showing that the smaller diameter CNTs nucleated from the 
copper cluster 
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tube grow according to the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) model with Cu particle as the 
catalyst. During CVD, the Cu catalyzes the decomposition of the carbon precursor, and 
eventually leads to the supersaturated carbon precipitation and the growth of CNTs. 
Figure 3.14 shows the HRTEM image for the Cu nanoparticles inside the larger CNT, 
and one can see that the diameter for the inner CNT (figure 3.15) has the same as the 
metal nanoparticle (figre 3.14). This provides further evidence that the Cu catalyzes the 
decomposition of the carbon precursor during the CVD and leads to the supersaturated 
carbon precipitation to grow the inner CNTs according to VLS mechanim. As seen from 
the HRTEM image of the tube walls for the two different kinds of CNTs, the inner 
nanotubes grown with Cu as catalyst (figure 3.15) exhibit more crystallinity compared to 
the outer CNTs grown without catalyst (figure 3.15 inset). The two growth mechanisms 
described here worked simultaneously and independently. (Jeong et al. 2004). It has been 
shown that the carbon solubility in a metallic catalyst should be in the range of 0.5-1.5 wt 
% carbon in order for it to be a good catalyst (Deck and Vecchio, 2006). Hence, it is 
rather surprising that Cu can be catalytically active since its carbon solubility is 
extremely low. However, as evidenced in our work and others (Zhou et al. 2006, Lin et 
al. 2006, Takagi et al. 2006), it appeared that this extreme low solubility of carbon in Cu 
would be enough for the carbon atoms to be dissolved into the Cu nanoparticles and 
precipitate out to from the CNT following the VLS mechanism. As mentioned above, Cu 
nanoparticles formed during the CVD due to the low melting temperature of Cu 
nanowire, these uniformly deposited nanoparticles then act as catalyst particles for the 
CNT growth. 
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Figure 3.15: HRTEM image of the inner CNT; inlet shows the HRTEM iamge for the 
tube wall of the other CNT 
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3.2.2: Synthesis of Au-Ni-CNT hybrid nanowires 
The fabrication of Au-Ni-CNT hybrid is similar to the growth of Au-CNT hybrid. The 
only difference is that Ni electrodeposition is introduced following the electrodeposition 
of the Au and prior to the CVD of the CNTs. 
Fig 3.16 (A) shows the secondary SEM image of the Au-Ni-CNT hybrid nanowire 
bundles and (B) shows the backscattered SEM image of the Au-Ni-CNT hybrid 
nanowire bundles. The secondary SEM image shows the clear distinction between the 
metal (Au and Ni) and the carbon nanotubes, it however couldn't show the differences 
between Ni and Au. However, Au and Ni nanowires can be clearly distinguished in the 
backscattered SEM image. 
3.2.3: Synthesis of Porous Au nanowire- CNT hybrid nanowires 
The metal portion of the sample consists of the regular solid gold segment (short) and a 
longer segment of porous gold nanowire. Figure 3.17 shows the TEM image of the 
porous gold nanowires obtained by selective etching of the Ag in the Au-Ag alloy matrix 
(Ji and Searson, 2002, Ji and Season 2003). And the inlet shows the high resolution TEM 
image of the porous nanowire. Such an approach is possible because Ag is a less noble 
metal in comparison to Au and can therefore be selectively etched away. During the 
removal of Ag from Ag/Au matrix through acid etching, the remaining gold to form a 
porous networks of Au that comprises a dense network of interconnected metal 
nanoparticles as shown in Figure 3.17. Using this process, the porosity of the porous gold 
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Figure 3.16: (A) Secondary SEM image of the Au-Ni-CNT, (B) backscattered SEM 
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Figure 3.17: HRTEM image showing the porous gold nanowire, the inlet shows the 
porous nanowire at high resolution. 
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of higher porosity. These dealloyed wires have a characteristic porous spongy structure 
with defined pore morphology, and a shorter length. They are also flexible with a bent 
appearance and lower mechanical strength. A substantial decrease in diameter, resulting 
from the etching/coarsening process, is clearly indicated by examing the gold/porous-
gold interface. In all the work described in this thesis, we have locked in the Au to Ag 
ratio to be 1 to 1. Figure 3. 18 (a) shows the TEM image for the arrays of the porous 
gold-CNT hybrids. Figure 3.18 (b) shows the TEM image for an individual hybrid. As 
the figure shows, it could be seen that the solid gold segment stays intact after the CVD. 
It therefore allows us to use it to act as amarker to help monitoring how the porous 
nanowire have diffused after the CVD. As shown in figure 3.16, after the CVD, the 
density of the porous gold nanowire reduced tremendously. This is because that during 
the CVD at 650 °C, the porous gold diffused significantly. Due to the higher surface area 
of the porous gold nanowire in comparison to the solid gold nanowires, the porous gold 
nanowire exhibit much higher mobility when heated. This diffusion of the gold nanowire 
not only resulted in the reduction in the nanowire diameter, but it also allowed the 
nanowire to stretch across the complete length of the commercial template (60 um). In 
another word, the porous gold nanowire was "pulled" along its long axis as a result of the 
CVD. Hence, the density of the Au reduces as it stretched towards the tip of the nanotube 
away from the root of the porous Au nanowires. From figure 3.15, we can see that the 
density of the porous nanowire is higher towards the root of the porous gold nanowire 
and the density is much lower for the porous Au nanowire towards the top of the 







Figure 3.18: (a) HRTEM for the bundles of Porous Au-CNT hybrid nanowire and (b) a 
single Porous Au-CNT hybrid nanowire 
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mobility in comparison to the ones at the root. This can be explained by the fact that since 
the gold atoms at the root of the porous gold nanowire can not diffuse until the Au atoms 
atop have drifted away. Since the gold at the tip and the root diffuse different, when 
comparing the sizes of the nanoparticles, it can be seen that the particle sizes are rather 
different for the particles at the root and at the top. Figure 3.19 (a) shows the zoom in 
image for the root of the hybrid, it can be seen that the Au stays primarily in the form of 
larger clusters in the size of 100 nm or 200nm. When comparing this to figure 3.19 (b), 
which shows the top of the CNT, we can see that much finer particles in the range of 
5nm in diameters are observed towards the top. Hence we can see that the sizes of the 
gold decrease gradually as it go towards the top. The HRTEM image also helps to gain 
ideas for the grown mechanism of the porous Au nanowire-CNT hybrid. From the 
HRTEM images, it can be seen that the metal nanostructures in our case are inside the 
CNTs. This suggested that the two processes (gold diffusion and CNT growth) are 
however independent process that didn't interfere with each other as the diffusion of the 
Au happened primarily at the core of the template while the growth of the CNTs happen 
at the outer diameter of the template. We believe that the two processes have both started 
immediately at the beginning of the CVD, but the diffusion of the gold must have been a 
slower process compared to the growth of the CNT. This is evidenced by the fact that the 
porous gold and gold nanoparticles are inside the carbon nanotubes. If the diffusion of the 
gold has been a faster process, a structure with gold outside carbon nanotube would have 
been resulted instead. When looking at the top of the CNT, Figure , it certainly suggest 







Figure 3.19: HRTEM image showing the metal structure (a) at the tip (b) towards the 
base of the porous Au-CNT hybrid nanowire. 
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3.2.4: Synthesis of Au nanowire-ZnO nanotube hybrid nanowires 
Figure 3.20 (a) shows the SEM image for the top view of the ZnO-Au hybrid. The figure 
clearly shows that ZnO nanotubes instead of ZnO nanowires are synthesized using our 
process. And figure 3.20 (b) As shown in the SEM image, unlike the case of Au-CNT 
hybrids where we have two distinct sections of carbon nanotube and gold nanowires, in 
the current case, the gold has split up into multiple segments rather than a single segment 
of nanowire in the case of Au-CNTs. It hence showed that unlike the case of Au/CNT 
hybrids, where minimal diffusion occurred, in the current case of ZnO CVD, with a 
higher CVD temperature of 750 °C, the gold nanowires diffused a lot more to resulted in 
segments of gold nanowires. Further structural characterization of the ZnO hybrid was 
performed using HRTEM (figure 3.21). The dimensions of the ZnO hybrids under TEM 
observation are in good agreement with the SEM results. From the HRTEM image, 
another key distinction between the ZnO/Au and the Au/CNT hybrids can be noted. In 
the case of Au/CNT hybrids, we obtained distinct segments of gold nanowires and carbon 
nanotubes, but in the current case, the gold nanowires are actually encapsulated by the 
ZnO nanotubes. Hence, instead of obtaining a multisegmented structure as the case of 
Au-CNT, we actually obtained a core-shell structure for the ZnO-Au hybrid. Such a 
result can however be easily understood from the high solubility of Zn inside Au in 
comparison to carbon. Since the solubility of carbon is gold is very low, the Au doesn't 
act as the catalyst for the growth of the CNT inside the template using CVD, rather, the 





Figure 3.20: SEM image showing the (a) top view (b) side view of the Au nanowire-ZnQ 
nanotube hybrid nanowire. 
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Figure 3.21: HRTEM image showing the Au nanowire-ZnO nanotube nanotube hybrid 
nanowires. 
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the high solubility of Zn in Au, the Au acted as catalyst for the ZnO nanowire growth 
(Pan et al. 2001). In fact, Au is the most commonly used catalyst for ZnO nanowire 
growth due to the high solubility of Zn in it. Hence, with the presence of the Au, the ZnO 
nanotube we obtained is actually not grown based on the self-catalytic property of the 
CNT is grown based on the self-catalytic properties of the template as we discussed in 
template but rather, the growth of the ZnO can be interpreted by the vapor-liquid-solid 
(VLS) process (Duan et al. 2001). First, Zn vapor is transported from the source material 
to the Au nanowire in the template by Ar to form the Au-Zn alloy droplet. As the droplet 
becomes supersaturated, Zn dissolved in Au solvent will react with Ox as follows 
2Zn (dissolved in Au) +02 -^2ZnO (3.6) 
Since the brim of the Au naowire has a higher surface to volume ratio, the reaction above 
will happen at the brim hence resulting in the formation of tubular nuclei in the channels 
(Kong et al. 2003). 3.22 (a) shows the interface between the Au and the ZnO. The tubular 
nuclei will then continue to grow into one-dimensional ZnO nanotube structure. Unlike 
the typical fringe patter to show the bulk wurtzie crystal for ZnO, in our case, the 
corresponding selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern is also shown in figure 
3.22 (b) and the results confirmed the formation of a polycrystalline ZnO nanostructure. 
Such polycrystalline nature is typical for materials grown using the template approach in 
agreement with other reported literatures for the growth of other nanowires and 
nanotubes where polycrystalline materials were obtained. The reason for obtaining 
polycrystalline material is because that the template restrained the growth of the material 





Figure 3.22: (a) HRTEM image showing the interface between the Au-ZnO (b) Selected 
Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) for the ZnO nanotube segment 
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ZnO). 
The growth temperature has been reported to have an extremely important role in the 
growth of ZnO nanostructure. We have therefore also examine the role of reaction 
temperature on the growth of ZnO for studies. In our studies, at temperature of 650 °C 
and 850 °C, no ZnO was synthesized. At 850 °C, the Zn powder would have vaporized 
too fast and had no chance of entering into the template channels to form Au-Zn alloy, 
hence no growth of ZnO nanostructures were then observed. At a lower temperature of 
650 °C, the temperature was not high enough to vaporize the Zn powder into Zn vapor 
hence allowing the growth of ZnO nanotubes. 
3.3 Summary 
In this chapter, we demonstrated the results of the different hybrid structures that we 
synthesized using the template approach. The template approach as we have 
demonstrated appears to be an effective method for the synthesis of hybrid materials. Not 
only that the templates can be tuned accordingly based on the experimental conditions for 
the anodization hence allowing a control in the dimensions of the nanostructure. With the 
template approach for the growth of nanostructures, we also have a lot of flexibility in the 
design for the different types of hybrid nanowires combinations as we have shown above. 
By the combination of electrodeposition and CVD for carbon nanotubes, we have 
successfully synthesized metal(Au or Cu)-CNTs, Au-CNT-Au, and also tube in tube 
CNTs that grew for the case of Cu-CNTs. During CVD, Cu nanoparticles are formed 
along the tube wall due to the low melting temperature of Cu nanowires. These Cu 
nanoparticles acted as catalyst for the inner tube growth, while the outer CNTs were 
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grown using the self-catalytic properties of the template. These two mechanisms occur 
simultaneously and independently resulting in the growth of tube-in-tube CNTs. And by 
growing the Au-Ag alloy followed by selectively striping of Ag from the matrix, porous 
gold nanowire-CNT hybrid can also be synthesized. Not only can we modify the metal 
segment via the electrodeposition, we can also replace the CNT CVD with other types of 
inorganic CVD such as ZnO CVD to result in Au-ZnO hybrids. And because of the high 
solubility of Zn in Au, the ZnO nanotube grown here is through the VLS mechanism. 
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CHAPTER 4 
PRPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS OF Au-CNT HYBRID NANOWIRES 
This chapter focuses on the properties and applications for the Au-CNT hybrids. Results 
obtained from the electrical test and Raman characterization of the Au-CNT hybrid 
nanowire are presented and discussed. The supercapacitance measurement of the Au-
CNT electrodes is also discussed. Fabrication details of the supercapacitor test cell is also 
given. The last part of the chapter focuses on the use of the hybrid Au-CNT as smart 
materials. 
4.1 ELECTICAL IV MEASUREMENT AND RAMAN SPECTRA FOR THE Au-
CNT HYBRID NANOWIRES 
4.1.1 Introduction 
CNTs are promising candidates for nanoscale electrical interconnects, and they have been 
shown to carry higher current density than copper nanowires (Kreupl et al, 2002). 
However, how to effectively contact the metal pins to the CNTs remained as a key 
challenge. Attempts have been made to directly grow CNT on top of the metal substrate 
(Yoon et al. 2004); however this contact method is only possible for CNT arrays in the 
bulk form and the method is certainly not applicable to make metal contact to a single 
CNT. As a result, the ability to make true nanoscale interconnects using CNT cannot be 
achieved using such methods. In our study in this thesis, we fabricated the Au-CNT 
hybrid material using the template approach and the electrical IV characteristic of these 
hybrids have been investigated. In addition, since the carbon nanotubes grown using the 
template are more amophorous in comparison to the CVD grown nanotubes without the 
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use of the templates, we also exam the possibility of using high voltage bias to increase 
the graphitization of the CNTs once they are placed across the electrodes. Micro-Raman 
is used in our study to characterize the graphitization of the carbon nanotubes. 
4.1.2 Alignment of the hybrid nanowires across the electrodes using AC current 
Krupke and co-workers (Krupke et ah, 2003) have invented the method of using 
dielectrophoretic force to separate metallic single walled nanotubes from the 
semiconductoring single walled nanotubes by taking advantage of the different 
polariziblity of the two different types of SWNTs. Even though in our current study of 
multiwalled carbon nanotubes, they are all multiwalled nanotubes and hence metallic, we 
can still use a similar approach to align the hybrid nanowires across the metal electrodes. 
In the present study, a similar approach as described in Krupke's study is used to disperse 
the wires (Krupke et ah, 2003). However, as the hybrids have weaker junctions between 
the gold nanowires and the carbon nanotubes that can not sustain sonication sonication 
which is the typical process adopted for dispersing the nanowires has to be avoided in the 
present study. Hence, a special procedure is developed to disperse the nanowires. In our 
typical procedure, the NaOH solution that is used to dissolve the template is first mixed 
with the surfactant solution, Sodium Dodecyl Sulfonate. Pieces of the templates with 
hybrid nanowires with diameters ranging from 1-2 millimeter are then placed inside the 
solution mixture for 30 minutes with constant shaking (by using automatic shaker) to 
dissolve away the templates. The reason that constant shaking is introduced in the 
procedure is to allow non-stop shaking for the template during the dissolving step 
because if the template is allowed to sit still during the time of the template dissolving 
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step, all the hybrids will cluster together as soon as the templates are dissolved by the 
NaOH solution. But if constant shaking is provided, the hybrids can stay disperse as soon 
as the templates are been removed to allow a uniform dispersion of hybrids inside the 
solution. With the uniform dispersion of the hybrid samples inside the solution, the 
solution gives a dark grey color in appearance. The solution for the assembly is then 
obtained by diluting the NaOH solution with D2O solution with a ratio of 1:20 and 1:50. 
The hybrid device was prepared by using dielectrophoretic (DEP) deposition onto Pd 
(40nm)/ Ti (5nm) electrodes on p-doped (lOO)-Si substrates (< 0.001 Q .cm/sq) with an 
800nm thermal SiC>2 layer. Electrodes were defined by electron beam lithography and 
metal sputtering with gap size of 10 \xm. The optimum DEP assembling frequency was 
determined to be 300 kHz and the peak-to-peak voltage was determined to be 15V for the 
sample. The wire-bonded sample was then connected to a function generator. After the 
generator was switched on, a drop of suspension of hybrid CNTs (~10 u.L) was applied 
to the chip. After a delay of 5 minutes, the drop was gently blown off the surface by a 
stream of nitrogen gas, and the generator was then switched off. Optical microscope was 
then used to study if the hybrids successfully span across the 10 \xm gap. Figure 4.1 
shows the optical microscope image for a successful device we fabricated. It can be seen 
that only a single hybrid nanowire spanned across the gap as desired. Figure 4.2 shows 
the AFM image of the device. 
4.1.3 Electrical characterization of the Au-CNT hybrid nanowires 
When successfully spanned the hybrid nanowire across the electrode, the current-voltage 
(IV) of the sample was then measured. Figure 4.3 shows the IV characteristic of the 
Figure 4.1: The optical image of a successful Au-CNT hybrid nanowire device spanned 
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Figure 4.2: (a) AFM image of the Au-CNT hybrid nanowire device spanned across the 
gap. (b) AFM topographical measurement showing the height of the nanowire. 
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Figure 4.3: IV characteristic of the Au-CNT hybrid nanowire. 
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hybrid. As expected, our device shows linear ohmic IV characteristic. The resistance can 
be measured from the IV curve, and was calculated to be 66 k Q. For the control 
experiment, we also tested the resistance of the CNT along sample, without the metal 
segment for the same length. The CNT along sample also showed the ohmic behavior as 
expected for the MWCNTs. The resistance was cover calculated to be 66 kQ that is 
much higher than the hybrids. The result of the Au-CNT hybrid nanowire possesses 
lower resistance is expected. In the case of the hybrid, the overall resistance can be 
thought of including the following, (a) the contact resistance between the gold and the 
palladium (b) the contact resistance between the CNT and the palladium, (c) the 
resistance of the gold part, (d) the resistance of the CNT. In contrast, the overall 
resistance of the CNT sample can be seen to consist of the two points of contact 
resistance between CNT and the palladium as well as the CNT resistance. The result 
obtained in this studies therefore provides evidence for that the hybrid has much lower 
contact resistance due to the lower contact resistance with the palladium afforded by the 
gold end of the hybrid. This also helps us to argue that our hybrid material provides a 
good mean for contacting metal to CNT and might provide potential solution for 
lowering the contact resistance of CNT when used as interconnects. 
4.1.4 High voltage treatment for graphitizing the Au-CNT hybrid nanowires 
One of the main problem associated with the carbon nanotube synthesized using the 
template is that, the carbon nanotube synthesized using the template approach is more 
amophorous in nature compare to CNTs synthesized without using templates. In this 
study, we examine the possibility of using a high voltage treatment to graphitized the 
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Figure 4.4: D band, G band and D/G ratio evolution of the sample during the duration 
(60 min) of the high voltage treatment (5V). 
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CNT segment of the hybrid nanowires. This method takes advantage of the fact that the 
hybrids are already spanned across the electrodes and high voltage can be applied across 
them in batch process once they spanned across the electrodes (Vijayaraghavan et al. 
2007). In this study, 5V was first applied across the sample shown above, Raman spectra 
of the sample was taken in situ to see if the D/G ratio of the sample might decrease 
during the annealing. Figure 4.4 shows the D/G ratio of the sample during the time of 
high voltage treatment as well as the IV for the sample during the high voltage treatment. 
As it can be seen from the figure, the 5 V high bias voltage application did not result in 
any noticeable change in the D/G ratio hence the crystallinity of the CNTs. Since 5 V 
high bias of voltage application across the sample did not induce any noticeable changes 
in the D/G ratio for the CNT. We therefore applied an even higher voltage of 25 V to the 
hybrid CNT sample. The Raman mapping of the sample was taken for the sample after 
the high voltage treatment. In figure 4.5 below, the band intensity for the G band, D band 
and silicon band were all mapped out. It can be seen clearly that the G band has much 
higher intensity at the CNT end close to the metal segment. This suggested that through 
the high voltage treatment of 25 V, we have succeeded in annealing the carbon nanotube 
to induce more graphitization on the sample. It is interesting to note that the part that 
shows the highest G band intensity is also the segment that is at immediate adjacent to the 
metal segment. It appears that that particular region was heated the most. This is actually 
quite interesting, as it suggest that the metal segment essentially acted as a heat sink and 
hence the part immediately next to it was heated the most to result in the graphitization. 
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Figure 4.5: Raman mapping showing the intensity for the (top) G band (middle) D band 
(bottom) Si band. The diagram shows the change of the D, G, D/G intensity 
across the hybrid nanowire. 
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across the electrodes for subsequent graphitization of a single hybrid Au-CNT. The 
process can also be scaled up to treat for arrays of the Au-CNT hybrids. 
4.2 Au-CNT HYBRID NANOWIRES AS SUPERCAPACITOR ELECTRODES 
4.2.1 Introduction 
Electrochemical capacitors with its high power density and long cycle life will be 
important players in various energy storage devices (Conway, 2000, Burke, 2000).They 
have been looked with great interests for their applications in hybrid vehicles and backup 
power supplies (Burke, 2000, Porter et al. 2006, Futaba et al,. 2006, Du et al,. 2005, 
Porter et al. 2005, Arico et al. 2005). The performance characteristics of electrochemical 
double layer capacitors (EDLC) are fundamentally determined by the structural and 
electrochemical properties of electrodes (Burke, 2000). One of the major applications for 
supercapacitors is energy buffers, where these components are used as complementary 
storing devices to minimize power constraints on an energy source (Burke, 2000). For 
such applications, it is extremely important to develop supercapacitors with higher power 
densities than what is currently available. It is the high power characteristic of the 
supercapacitors that allows them to be adapted for applications such as load leveling in 
elevators, hybrid vehicles, compensation of weak distribution networks, etc. 
Various materials including metal oxides (Hu et al. 2006, Cottineau et al. 2006, 
Zheng et al. 1995), doped conducting polymer (Mastragostino et al. 2002), and carbon 
(Shi, 1996, Chimiola et al. 2006, Frackowiak and Beguin, 2001) in different forms have 
been studied for their use as electrode materials. Metal oxide (e.g. RuCh, MnCh, IrC^, 
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C03O4, M0O3, WO3 and T1O2) based capacitors show very high specific capacitance and 
high specific power, but they are limited by their high cost. Electronically conducting 
polymers (ECP) are less expensive, but they have poor reusability during cycling. Porous 
carbon materials have been extensively studied as electrodes for supercapacitors, owing 
to their high surface area (Shi, 1996, Chimiola et al. 2006, Frackowiak and Beguin, 
2001). However, the low conductivity of porous carbon limits it from having high power 
densities. Recently, there has been wide interest in the use of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as 
electrode materials for supercapacitors (Pushparaj et al. 2007, Che et al. 1998, An et al. 
2001, An et al. 2002, Frackowiak et al. 2000). The tubular morphology of CNTs offers a 
unique combination of low electrical resistivity and high porosity. However, the polymer 
binder-enriched electrode fabrication methods for CNTs usually result in high contact 
resistance between the electrode material and the current collector thereby limiting higher 
power capabilities.2 The maximum power density of a supercapacitor depends inversely 
on its equivalent series resistance (ESR) according to, 
2 
P - Vi 
1 max — (A 1 \ 
ARm ( 4 1 ) 
where Vi is the initial voltage, R is the equivalent series resistance and m is the total mass 
of the system. Hence the key factors determining the power of the supercapacitors are the 
electrode resistance, electrolyte resistance with in the porous electrodes and most 
importantly the contact resistance between the electrode and the current collector (Burke, 
2000). Thus it is obvious that high power supercapacitor devices can be developed by 
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reducing the contact resistance between the CNT and the current collector. Various 
methods have been employed to reduce the internal resistance of the CNT electrode for 
achieving high power capabilities (Porter et al. 2006, Du et ah, 2005, Porter et ah 2005, 
An et al. 2001). A two-step process using treated Al current collector has been shown to 
improve the Al/active material interface properties, thus decreasing the internal resistance 
(Porter et ah 2005). Contact resistance could be lowered by growing CNTs directly on to 
a conductive substrate. (Chen et ah 2002, Talapatra et al, 2006, Yoon et al. 2004) 
However, such bulk contact still seem to be uneven and considerable contact resistance is 
observed between the substrate and the electrode. Due to these issues, it is critical to 
develop more versatile and modified electrodes that allow better contact between the 
metal and the nanotube structures. 
Our multi-segmented hybrid structures of CNTs and Au nanowires grown using anodized 
alumina (AAO) templates with combination techniques of chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD) and electrodeposition appear to be promising candidate for the supercapacitor 
electrode material as the CNT grown inside these templates are individually contacted to 
Au nanowires and hence results in a good interface. A nanoscale contact between the 
CNT and Au nanowire ensures a well adhered interface between them. Such well-
adhered interface between the AuNW and the CNT gives rise to excellent performance 
for our supercapacitors. In addition, our technique is much efficient from other electrode 
fabrication processes involving addition of binder and conductive elements. Multi-
segmented CNT/AuNW supercapacitor electrodes with its high performance make it very 
attractive for various practical high power device applications. Hence in the present 
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study, supercapacitor has been fabricated using Au-CNT hybrids grown using the 
template approach and the electrochemical performance of these Au-CNT hybrids have 
been investigated. 
4.2.2 Fabrication of the supercapacitor test cell 
A supercapacitor test cell was fabricated with two Au-CNT hybrid electrodes separated 
by a thin polymer in 6 M KOH solution. The electrodes, which were Au-CNT hybrids of 
15 mm diameter were separated by a thin polymer and were sandwiched in a Swagelok 
type stainless steel (SS) cell with SS current collectors. A photograph of the fabricated 
supercapacitor test cell is shown in Figure 4.6 (b). To further reduce the contact 
resistance, a special spring arrangement has been provided in the test cell (Figure 4.5 (a)). 
The two electrodes were prepared by dissolving the templates away using NaOH. 
4.2.3 Electrochemical performance and capacitance measurement of Au-CNT 
electrodes 
The electrochemical properties and capacitance measurements of Au-CNT electrodes 
were studied in a two-electrode system by cyclic votammetry, galvanostatic charge-
discharge and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy in an electrochemical workstation 
(CHI 660B). 
Cyclic voltammetry 
A cyclic voltammetric measurement is helpful to understand the electrochemical 
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Figure 4.6: Photographs of (a) supercapacitor test cell showing the current collectors and 
(b) supercapacitor test cell. 
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processes. Cyclic voltammograms (CV) performed at a scan rate of 100 mV s-1 is shown 
in Figure 4.7 (a). The CV curves for supercapacitor electrodes with CNT/AuNW hybrid 
structures present a rectangular shape, indicative of excellent capacitance properties. 
There were no oxidation or reduction peaks observed in the CVs for all the Au-CNT 
electrodes, clearly indicating the absence of any functional groups or other metal 
impurities. The pure CNT electrodes show lower performance. As evidenced by the slope 
of V/I at the rectangular sides in CV curves, low equivalent series resistance (ESR) exists 
between the AuNW and the CNT in comparison to the pure CNT electrodes. Such low 
ESR is mainly due to the lower contact resistance between the current collector and the 
electrode, since ESR arises from the resistance of the electrode, electrolyte and the 
contact resistance between the electrodes and current collectors (Burke et al. 2000). 
Large internal resistance generally results in distorted CV behavior, resulting in a 
narrower loop, at higher scan rates. However, supercapacitor electrodes using 
CNT/AuNW hybrid structures show rectangular CVs with close to ideal capacitive 
behavior, even at very high scan rates of 1000 mV/s, which again indicates a low ESR 
(Figure 4.7 b). Galvanostatic charge-discharge measurements have been used to calculate 
the specific capacitance of the device. 
Galvanostatic charge-discharge 
The specific capacitance of the Au-CNT hybrid electrodes was also determined by 
galvanostatic charge-discharge technique. Galvanostatic cycling of supercapacitor cells 
was performed at a constant current of 2Ag-l between 0 and 0.3 V. The typical constant 
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Figure 4.7: Cyclic voltammograms measured at scan rates of (a) 100 mVs"1 and (b) 1000 
mVs"1, using 6 M KOH electrolyte 
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Figure 4.8: Galvanosttic charge-discharge behavior measured at a constant current of 2 
A/g for sueprcapctitor using Au-CNT hybrid nanowire electrodes. 
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discharge curves are almost linear in the total range of potential with constant slopes, 
showing typical ideal capacitive behaviour with very sharp responses, without any IR 
drop. This also suggests another evidence for the low contact resistance in our electrodes. 
The capacitance of the cell was deduced form the slope of the V-t curves using the 
equation, 
C - - ! _ 
(dVldt)
 (4_2) 
The specific capacitance (F/g) of the Au-CNT electrode was calculated according to the 
equation, 
C - 2 ^ 
'" m (4.3) 
where C is the experimental measured capacitance of the supercapacitor (previous 
equation), and m is the amount of MWNTs (not including Au) in one electrode. Specific 
capacitances of 72 F/g and 38 F/g respectively for CNT/AuNW hybrid electrodes and 
CNT electrodes were measured. Both CNT/AuNW and CNT electrodes were shown to 
possess good stability over 1000 charge-discharge tests. 
Electrochemical Impedance spectroscopy 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is an important tool to measure the capacitance 
of the electrodes. In this technique, an alternating voltage is applied to the electrode 
interface and the response is represented by the imaginary component, Zjm, of the 
impedance. Impedance spectroscopy measurements were carried out at a dc bias of 0 V 
with sinusoidal signal of 10 mV over the frequency range from 40 kHz and 10 mHz. 
Figure 4.8 presents the Nyquist plot of CNT/AuNW and CNT electrodes. CNT electrodes 
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show a straight line in the low-frequency region and a semi circle in the high frequency 
region (see inset of Figure 4.9), indicating that the supercapacitor is more resistive at high 
frequencies. The vertical shape at lower frequencies indicates a pure capacitive behavior, 
representative of the ion diffusion in the porous structure of the electrode (Chen et al. 
2003). It is interesting to see that the semi-circle almost disappears in the Nyquist plot for 
the CNT/AuNW hybrid electrode due to extremely small contact resistance. The ESRs 
measured are 480 mQ and 3.4 0 for CNT/AuNW and CNT electrodes respectively. 
Low ESR mainly results from the extremely small contact resistance, hence leading to an 
efficient power density. This is obvious from the Nyquist plots (Figure 4d), since both the 
electrodes show similar capacitive behavior, indicative of the ion mobility in the 
micropores (Chen et al. 2003). However, the high frequency arc, which is attributed to 
the impedance resulted from the resistance between carbon particles and the backing 
current (Nian et al. 2002) is almost negligible for CNT/AuNW hybrid electrodes. 
Excellent performance of supercapacitor device with CNT/AuNW electrodes has been 
realized from its high power density (Table 1). A maximum power density of 48 kWkg"1 
is obtained at room temperature, for supercapacitor device with CNT/AuNW electrodes, 
which is better than the reported carbon nanotube based supercapacitor device (Futaba et 
al. 2006, Du et al. 2005). This brings out the high influence of the interface resistance 
between current collector and active material on the performance of the supercapacitor. 
For supercapacitors using CNT electrodes (with thermal evaporated metal current 
collector), a maximum power density of 18 kWkg"1 has been reported. The large 
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Figure 4.9: Nyquist plots for the CNT/AuNW and CNT electrodes at an AC amplitude of 



















 For comparison, we have included the best results from the previous works on 
based supercapacitors. 
Table 4.1: Characteristics of supercapacitor electrodes" 
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electrodes, could be attributed to low contact resistance arising from the well adhered 
interface between the CNT and AuNW junctions. 
4.3 Smart assembly using Au-CNT hybrid nanowires as the building blcoks 
4.3.1 Introduction 
The design and building of mesoscale constructs capable of mutlifunctions (Warneke et 
al. 2001, Sailor et al. 2005, Yun et al. 2004) could have a big impact on technology such 
as drug delivery and microfludics (LaVan et al. 2003, Velev et al. 2003, Aussillous et al. 
2001). Recently, Link et al. (Sailor et al. 2005, Link et al. 2003) has demonstrated the use 
of porous silicon as the building block for making smart materials. However, limited by 
the simple silicon system, it is rather difficult to incorporate additional functions into 
their design. In order to provide broader capabilities, it is clear that materials of wider 
functionalities should be considered. One-dimensional nanoscale building blocks (Xia et 
al. 2003) such as nanotubes (Iijima et al. 1991, Terrones et al. 2000, Li et al. 2003, 
Golberg et al. 1996, Kong et al. 1998, Che et al. 1998), nanowires (Favier et al. 2001, 
Morales and Lieber, 1998, Wang and Song 2006, Agarwal et al. 2005, Huang et al. 
2001) and their hybrids (Hu et al. 1999, Hurst et al. 2006, Park et al. 2004) could prove 
to be valuable materials in this endeavor. A previous report by Park et al (Park et al. 
2004) showed that the amphiphilic properties of certain nanowires could be used to 
assemble structures based on the self-interaction between nanowires. Yet, the true 
strength of such system lies in the ability to build complex structures that is responsive in 
real time to their environment. Such ability can be afforded by the interaction between 
the nanostructure and the environments (akin to surfactants), but no previous studies have 
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demonstrated this. Hence, in the current studies, we show for the first time that Au-CNT 
hybrid nanowires can be used to build structures that can respond to their environment 
and can be manipulated using various external stimuli. 
4.3.2 Environment induced self-assembly of the hybrid nanowires 
The ability for the nanowires to sense their environment is demonstrated in a biphasic 
solution mixture (immiscible) of water and a hydrophobic liquid (Mao et al. 2002). First, 
the hybrid nanowires were suspended in water (see figure 4.10, schematic). With the 
uniform dispersion of the nanowires, the water dispersion appeared murky. A droplet of 
dichloromethane (DCM) was then added to the water containing the dispersed nanowires. 
Upon adding dichloromethane, hydrophilic/hydrophobic interface formed between the 
two liquids. This interface spontaneously attracts=ed the nanowires to oriented and stayed 
at the interface. However, due to the small interfacial area presented by the single large 
drop and the inability of the nanowires far away from the interface in seeking the 
interface, only few of the nanowires were able to fall rapidly at the interfaces, while the 
rest of them remain suspended in water. The water still looked murky at this stage from 
the dispersion of the nanowires. In order to increase the collision frequency of the 
nanowires to the solution interface, the solution was shaken to form smaller droplets of 
dichloromethane. With the formation of smaller dichloromethane droplets, the total 
water-DCM interfacial area increased significantly and as a result, rapid orienting and 
falling of the nanowires at the water-DCM interfaces takes place. This results in the 
formation of small spheres with golden surface appearance (see figure 4.11 (i)). The 
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Figure 4.10: Schematic showing the synthesis of bi-functional assemblies from hybrid 
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Figure 4.11: (i) An optical image showing the smaller spheres with golden surface, 
resulting from the self assembly of bi-functional hybrid nanowires. (ii) An optical 
photograph of the larger golden droplet, formed by merging the smaller spheres using 
ultrasound. 
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hydrophilic interfaces, the gold segments of the nanowires face outside and the nanotube 
tails face inward; the nanotubes (hydrophobic) are attracted inward by the attraction 
induced by (hydrophobic) dichloromethane, where as the gold parts (hydrophilic) pointed 
outward due to the attraction of water. Stable CNT-Au nanowire assemblies are obtained 
when dichloromethane drops are added to water in which the nanowires were suspended, 
due to the hydrophobic shells (CNT) surrounding the dichloromethane drops and the 
formation of hydrophilic shells (Au) near water. The selective merging of droplets can be 
carried out using ultrasound (see figure 4.10). When the small golden spheres were 
subjected to an ultrasound bath for a few seconds, merging of the smaller spheres occurs, 
but once again, reflecting the same directed assembly, with CNT inside and Au on the 
outside (figure 4.11 (ii)). The smaller spheres are not de-assembled during sonication, but 
coalesce while retaining the preferential orientation of the CNT and Au found in the 
smaller spheres. This shows that the nanowires at the interfaces are held together by 
strong forces, and de-assembly of the assembled structures into the fully dispersed state is 
not easily achieved by ultrasound. The spheres once assembled can also be dried. Figure 
4.12 shows the optical image of the large sphere that was removed from the solution and 
dried. Although the shape of the large sphere had deformed and wrinkled during 
evaporation of the DCM bubble, the golden surface was retained and primarily 
constitutes of hybrid nanowires with the Au segments pointing outward. Such stable 
organizations shown here were impossible for organic molecular micellular structures to 
be retained outside the solution phase. The assembly of the system is reversed when a 
drop of water are introduced into body of dichloromethane. We also show that the reverse 
assembly can happen in the opposite environ ment. In this case the nanowires self-
Figure 4.12: Optical image of the wrinkled golden sphere which was removed from the 
solution and dried. The inlet shows the Backscattered Scanning Electron 
Microscope image of the dried gold shell. 
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assemble into black colour spheres (4.13 (i), (ii)) with CNT segments facing outward 
(surface) and the Au segments pointing inwards. This demonstrates that the bi-functional 
nanowires are sensitive to the surrounding hydrophobic-hydrophilic environments present 
in the liquid. The nanowire building blocks act similar to surfactants, capable of 
detecting the local environment by directed assembly based on the interaction of its 
hydrophobic head and hydrophilic tail with the hydrophobic-hydrophilic interfaces that 
develofp in the solution mixtures. 
4.3.3 Magnetic manipulation of the hybrid nanowires assembly 
Taking advantage of the ease in introducing different materials into the hybrid nanowire 
structures, we can also create assembled architectures that can receive instructions to 
allow controlled manipulation. For example, embedded magnetic structures can be used 
as a practical way to manipulate materials at the nanoscale (Lee et al. 2004, Yavuz 2006, 
Kaminski et al. 2005, Mirkovic et al. 2007). In our current system, magnetic segments 
are easily incorporated into the hybrid framework (see Methods for synthesis details). 
Here the nanowires were made magnetic by the insertion of nickel segments between the 
gold and the nanotube parts. Figure 4.14A shows SEM image of arrays of three-
segmented multi-functional nanowire system with magnetic segments inserted in the 
middle; figure 4.14B shows the (i) secondary and (ii) backscattered SEM image and (iii) 
schematic for such a single magnetic hybrid nanowire. This incorporation of the Ni 
segment in the hybrid nanowire allows the hybrid nanowires to be manipulated using 
magnetic field. By using external magnetic field to move the assembled particles black, 
golden spheres as discussed before), our system provides a practical way to (e.g. 
I l l 
Figure 4.13: (i) Schematic showing the formation of large black spheres by the reverse 
assembly of hybrid nanowires when water is added to dichloromethane. (ii) 
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Figure 4.14:(A) (i) SEM images of multi-segmented arrays of CNT-Ni-Au hybrid 
nanowires. The inset shows the schematic of the multi-segmented hybrid 
nanowire arrays. (B) (i) Secondary (SE) and (ii) backscattered SEM image of 
a single hybrid nanowire, showing the multi segments of gold nanowire, 
nickel nanowire and CNT, corresponding to the schematic shown in the inset. 
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black, golden spheres as discussed before), our system provides a practical way to 
remotely deliver species (or even the liquid droplets encapsulated in the assembly, as was 
shown in figure 4.10) that can be either attached to the nanowires or encapsulated within 
the assemblies. For example, by using a magnet, we can freely attract the golden sphere 
(and hence encapsulated DCM drop) to the sidewall of a vial as shown in figure 4.15A, 
B. It is apparent that the collective attraction of the hybrid nanowires on the 
dichloromethane is strong enough to allow the magnetic field to pick up not only the 
nanowire assembled sphere along but also the dichloromethane drop surrounded by the 
nanowires. We can perform various actions on the assembled spheres and the 
encapsulated liquid droplet including dragging and spinning the droplet at controlled 
speed without breaking up the sphere or the droplet inside. 
4.3.4 Optically induced flipping of Au-CNT hybrid nanowires assembly 
We have also used optical irradiation as another means to manipulate our system of 
nanowire assemblies. We demonstrate that the optical irradiation can induce the flipping 
of the nanowire orientations in the assemblies by changing the surface characteristics of 
the individual segments in the nanowires. For example, as shown in the schematic 4.16, 
we could reverse-assemble the nanowires to change from a black sphere (nanotube 
terminated surface) to a gold sphere (gold terminated surface) in the two-segmented 
nanowires. Here, a hydrophobic thiol such as l//,li/,2//,2//-perfluordecanethiol (PFDT) 
was first functionalized selectively onto the gold surface. Since the PFDT 
functionalization makes the surface hydrophobic (Notsu et al. 2005), the functionalized 
gold surface become relatively more hydrophobic in comparison to the untreated CNT 
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Figure 4.15: (A) Photograph showing the manipulation of the self-assembled nanowire 
sphere using a magnet. (B) Schematic representation of the forces involved 

















Figure 4.16: Schematic showing the photo-induced surface modification of hybrid 
nanowire assembly using UV irradiation. 
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surface. Hence, instead of assembling into a golden sphere as described previously 
(figure 4.10), a black sphere (figure 4.17 A) is formed when a drop of dichloromethane is 
introduced into water dispersed with the Au-CNT nanowires. In a subsequent step, the 
functionalized (thiol) nanowires were irradiated by UV light for 3.5 hours so that the UV 
light photoxidizes the gold helping to remove the thiol groups from the gold surfaces 
(Hutt et al. 1998), and hence allowing the gold to return to a hydrophilic state (Notsu et 
al. 2005) (see Methods for details), once again changing the hydrophobic-hydrophilic 
balance between the Au and CNT segments and the sphere flipping back to the one with 
golden surface (figure 4.17 B) in the presence of the dichloromethane drop. Such 
turnover and complete reconstruction of the assembled structure, via photo-induced 
surface modification, could be used effectively in applications such as smart delivery 
systems, which could be remotely reconfigured (inside out) to release or expose species 
that could be attached to specific terminal segments of the nanowires. 
4.4 Summary 
We have synthesized arrays of CNT/AuNW multi-segmented hybrid structures via 
template method. We showed that by using an AC electric field with the suitable 
frequency and voltage, we can align the hybrid nanowires across the electrodes. The 
electrical IV measurement of the hybrid nanowire had been taken, ohmic behavior was 
observed. From the IV characteristic, and the resistance is calculated to be 66 k Q from 
the IV line. Further, by applying a high voltage across the hybrid nanowire, we see the G 
peak for the CNT at the junction adjacent to the metal segment increase tremendously 
suggesting that the metal has acted as a heat sink during the hilg voltage treatment. And 
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Figure 4.17:(A) Optical image of the black sphere formed from the assembly of thiol 
functionalized Au-CNT hybrid nanowires dispersed in water, when a drop of 
dichloromethane is added. (B) Optical image showing the gold sphere formed 
after a drop of dichloromethane is added after the UV irradiation. 
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the process can therefore act as a graphitization mean for the template synthesized Au-
CNT hybrid nanowires. 
By taking advantage of the excellent electrical properties afforded by these Au-CNT 
hybrid nanowires, we have used arrays of Au-CNT hybrid nanowires to fabricate high 
power supercapacitor energy storage devices. The well adhered interface between CNT 
and AuNW segments results in nanoscale contact with each electrode and the current 
collector, leading to very low contact resistance. The three-dimentional nanotubular 
electrode configuration results in improved electrolyte penetration. The new device 
configuration involves simple electrode fabrication procedure and also helps in efficient 
packaging. The CNT/AuNW hybrid electrodes showed excellent electrochemical 
performance with a maximum power density of ~48 kWkg"1. 
Also, by taking advantage of the opposite surface properties offered by the Au-CNT 
hybrid nanowire, we have also demonstrated that the Au-CNT hybrid nanowires can act 
like surfactant and assemble according to its surrounding environment. We have shown 
that such constructs are capable of sensing and providing information regarding their 
surrounding via visual means. They can also be coupled to the outside world using 
ultrasound, magnetic field and optical irradiation to allow controlled manipulation. It is 
shown that by taking advantage of having various components inserted on single 
nanowires, a true multi-functional material that was previously unavailable can be 
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realized. Such approach to tailor multifunctional material from nanoscale building blocks 
is expected to have broad implication in various applications ranging from drug delivery 
to wireless communications. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter gives the summary of the work performed on the experimental parameters 
for the growth of the different types of hybrids including metal (Au or Cu)-CNT, Tube-
in-tube CNTs, Au-CNT-Au, Au-Ni-CNT, Porous Au-CNT, and ZnO nanotube-Au 
hybrids. Among the various hybrids, the Au-CNT was studied in details. In addition, the 
result obtained for the electrical properties and the Raman studies of the Au-CNT are 
summarized. The results of the performance studies of Au-CNT as electrodes for 
supercapacitance are summarized. The results of smart manipulation of the appropriately 
designed hybrids via various external stimulus are also summarized. The important 
conclusions drawn from the above studies are discussed. 
5.1 SYNTHESIS OF THE VARIOUS METAL NANOWIRE-CARBON CNT 
HYBRID NANOWIRES 
A procedure to fabricate metal nanowires-CNT hybrids using the template approach has 
been developed. In our approach, the metal nanowires were first deposited into the 
template using three electrode electrodeposition. Upon the deposition of the metal 
nanowires into the template, the carbon nanotubes were then grown on top of the metal 
nanowires using acetylene based chemical vapor deposition. The relative ratio of metal to 
CNT ratio can be tuned by the electrodeposition time. The template approach also 
provides accurate control for the batch synthesis of the nanostructures. The CNT grown 
here is based on the self-catalytic properties of the alumina template not involving the 
presence of any metal catalyst. And it should be noted that the Au nanowire is not acting 
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as a catalyst in our study as Au is not catalytically active. However, when Cu is used as 
the metal segment, tube-in-tube CNTs were presented in addition to the already self-
catalytically grown CNTs. Regardless of the low solubility of carbon in copper; copper 
was observed in our studies to catalyze the growth of CNTs. Therefore in additional to 
the outer CNTs grown via the self-catalytic properties of the template, we also have the 
inner CNTs grown via the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism. Since the inner CNT is 
grown through the presence of the Cu catalyst, the inner CNT posses higher crystallinity 
in comparison to the outer CNT that is grown without catalyst. The two mechanisms 
worked simultaneously and independently during the growth of tube-in-tube CNTs. 
Three segmented hybrids like the CNT-Au-CNT hybrid can also be grown by introducing 
a metal sacrificial segment that was to be removed to provide voids on both sides of the 
Au nanowires hence allowing the growth of CNT on both side of the Au segment. Also, 
with the ease to electrodeposit different metals into the template, three segmented hybrids 
that comprise of different metals like the Au-Ni-CNT can also be synthesized using our 
approach. 
5.2 SYNTHESIS OF THE PORUS Au NANOWIRES-CNT HYBRID 
NANOWIRES 
A hybrid nanowire of porous gold nanowire and CNT has also been synthesized in this 
thesis. Porous gold nanowire was first synthesized by dissolving the Ag from the Au-Ag 
alloy nanowire that was deposited inside the template. The porosity of the Au nanowire 
can be tailored by the ratio of the Au to Ag solution in the electrodeposition of the alloy. 
When CVD is carried out on the template with the porous Au nanowires in the template, 
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it can be seen that the porous gold nanowire diffused along the alumina channel to result 
in the complete span of the porous nanowire across the template channel, also the 
densities of the porous nanowires have reduced significantly after the CVD. A clear 
evidence for the diffusion of the gold porous nanowire across the channel is that the 
density of the porous gold nanowires is higher towards the root (or the source of the 
gold), while the density of the gold reduces tremendously to result in eventual Au 
nanoparticles formation at the tip of the CNTs at the tip. We can also conclude that the 
CNT growth completed prior to the reaching of the Au to the other end as the TEM 
images indicate that all the metal are at the interior of the CNT. 
5.3 SYNTHESIS OF the ZnO NANOTUBE-Au NANOWIRE HYBRID 
NANOWIRES 
Other metal-inorganic hybrid can also be synthesized in additional to the metal-CNT 
hybrids. In our studies, we showed that by replacing the carbon CVD with ZnO CVD, we 
can obtain ZnO nanotube-Au nanowire hybrid instead. However, with the high solubility 
of Zn in Au, instead of obtaining distinct multi-segmented materials as the case of Au-
CNT, in the current case of ZnO CVD, we obtain an encapsulated structure of Au inside 
ZnO nanotubes. This is because unlike the case of Au-CNT where the Au segment didn't 
have any role in catalyzing the growth of CNT, in the ZnO case, the gold segment 
catalyzed the ZnO nanotube growth following the VLS mechanism. ZnO nanotube is 
formed instead of the ZnO nanowire due to the higher surface to volume ratio at the brim 
of the Au nanowire, this resulted in the tubular nuclei that resulted in nanotube growth. 
With the higher CVD temperature (750 °C) in comparison to the CNT CVD, we also see 
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that the metal segment had diffused to form multiple metal segments unlike the case of 
Au-CNT where Au retained a single metal nanowire. And in accordance with template 
direct growth for other nanostructures, the ZnO obtained in our case is of polycrystalline 
nature as confirmed by the SAED. 
5.4 Electrical properties and Raman Spectra of the Au-CNT hybrid nanowires 
We have successfully aligned Au-CNT hybrid across the 10 i^m gap using AC bias. The 
electrical IV measurement was taken for the Au-CNT hybrids, a linear IV indicating 
ohmic behavior is derived for the Au-CNT hybrids. The resistance of the Au-CNT hybrid 
is calculated to be 66 k Q . In comparison to the resistance of the CNT alone (140 k 0) , 
we see a significant reduction in the resistance due to the presence of the Au segment. 
This indicates that the presence of the gold segment has reduced the contact resistance 
tremendously. We have also studied the possible post treatment process of high voltage 
treatment to graphitized the CNTs. High bias were applied across the CNT, and Raman is 
used to monitor the graphitization of the CNT segment. The Raman spectra of the post 
treated CNT is shown to have a higher G peak in intensity indicating higer graphitization. 
Since only the region of the CNT that is immediately adjacent to the Au nanowire show 
this improvement in the G peak, it also suggests that the Au has acted as an effective heat 
sink in transmitting the heat to that region. 
5.5 Au-CNT HYBRID NANOWIRES AS SUPERCAPACITOR ELECTRODE 
A supercapacitor test cell has been fabricated with two Au-CNT hybrids as electrodes 
separated by a thin polymer in 6M KOH solution. Supercapacitor electrodes have been 
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prepared using the Au-CNT hybrids synthesized using the template approach. The well-
adhered interface between CNT and AuNW segmentes results in nanoscale contact with 
each electrode (CNT) and the current collector (AuNW), leading to very low contact 
resistance. The three dimensional nanotubular electrode configuration results in improved 
electrolyte penetration. Base on the the electrochemical perfornace studies carried out in 
a two-electrode system by cyclic voltammetry, galvanostatic charge-discharge and 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopic methods, a good power density has been 
observed for the Au-CNT electrode due to this design. A maximum power density of 48 
kWkg"1 has been achieved for the Au-CNT electrode prepared using the Au-CNT 
approach. It should also be noted that this is the highest reported power density value for 
the carbon based supercapacitor electrodes up to date. 
5.6 USING Au-CNT HYBRID NANOWIRES AS BUILDING BLOCKS FOR 6 
SMART ASSEMBLY 
By taking advantage of the amphilic surface properties offered by the Au-CNT hybrids, 
we have shown that the Au-CNT hybrids are sensitive to its environmental and can 
assemble themselves according to the surrounding environment. In our study, we showed 
that when the Au-CNT hybrids were present in a biphasic solution constitute of water 
surrounding the dichloromethane, the hybrids will assemble into a gold sphere 
configuration where Au nanowires points outward to be in touch with the water and the 
CNT points inward to be in touch with the DCM droplet. In the opposite configuration of 
water droplet inside DCM, the hybrid nanowires then assembled to form a black sphere 
with exact opposite configuration. This indicates that our hybrid nanowires are indeed 
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sensitive to its environment, and can assemble accordingly to inform outside observers of 
its surrounding environment. We have also shown that the smaller sphere can be merged 
into a big sphere using ultrasound. In addition, by taking advantage in the ease of 
introducing other ferromagnetic material afforded by the template approach, we showed 
that we can easily add in a Ni segment in between the Au-CNT to allow for magnetic 
manipulation of the hybrids. With the presence of the Ni nanowire, the entire assembly 
can then be manipulated using magnetic field, hence this method allows for manipulation 
for the liquid droplet motion by encapsulating it inside the hybrid material. Also, since 
the Au surface can be easily modified through functionalization, we showed that we can 
actually use thiol to make hydrophobic surface on the gold hence resulting in the 
assembly of a black sphere when placing the hybrid in DCM surrounding by water 
setting. Since the thiol on gold surface can be oxidized via UV light, the assembly can 
thus be reverted back into a gold sphere when exposed to UV light. In summary, we have 
shown that our Au-CNT hybrid construct are capable of sensing its surrounding 
environment and provide information regarding their surrounding via visual means. 
Further, they can be coupled to the outside world using ultrasound, magnetic field and 
optical irradiation to allow for controlled manipulation. It is shown that by taking 
advantage of having various components inserted on single nanowires, a true multi-
functional material that was previously unavailable can be realized through our hybrid 
nanowires. Such approach to tailor multifunctional material from nanoscale building 
blocks is expected to have broad implication in various applications ranging from drug 




• We have successfully grown Metal-CNT hybrid using the template 
approach. The metal nanowire length hence the relative Au to CNT ratio 
can be adjusted by the electrodeposition time. Three segmented structures 
of Au-CNT-Au can also be grown by adding a sacrificial layer of Cu 
deposition that is to be removed for allowing voids on both side of the Au 
prior to the CNT CVD. 
• When Cu is used as the metal segment, in additional to the external CNTs 
grown via the self-catalytic properties of the template, the Cu also acted as 
catalyst to catalyze the growth of tube-in-tube CNTs according to VLS 
mechanism inside the larger CNTs. Hence, this two process acted 
simultaneously and independently to result in the growth of these two 
kinds of CNTs. 
• Porous gold nanowire-CNT hybrid can also be grown using a similar 
approach. The porous gold nanowire is synthesized by the selective 
etching of Ag from the Au-Ag nanowire alloy. When CVD is carried out 
with the porous gold nanowires inside the template, the porous gold 
nanowire diffuse tremendously during the CVD to result in a reduction in 
porous gold density and an extension in its length. The diffusion of porous 
Au nanowires has also resulted in the formation of Au nanoparticles at the 
tip of the CNT. 
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• Using the template approach, we have also successfully grown AuNW-
ZnO NT hybrid nanowire. Unlike in the case of Au-CNT hybrid, the ZnO 
NT is grown via the VLS mechanism using Au NW as the catalyst. The 
gold nanowire has also diffused to form multiple segments during the 
CVD. 
• The Supercapacitance measurements using electrodes fabricated with Au-
CNT hybrids reveal that the low contact resistance formed due to the 
individual point contact between the CNT and the Au nanowire can lead to 
ultra-high power density for the electrodes. 
• By taking advantage of the opposite surface properties afforded by the Au-
CNT hybrid nanowires, we also show that the Au-CNT hybrid nanowire 
can act as a smart element akin to a surfactant and assemble themselves 
accordingly in a biphasic solution environment. By taking advantage of 
the ease to introduce different material segments into the hybrid and the 
ease to chemically modify the gold surface, we also showed that the 
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